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Be sure to keep the TV Listings 
for your use all week long! 
Page 5 & 6 
>"*■ - *■?
Personals & Classifieds are 
easy to find beside the TV List- 
ings. Send us yours! 
Page 5 & 6 
Find out all about the 
stress filled life at college. 
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CHEERLEADING SQUAD GIVES 
RIVALSPANOF LAXATIVE-LACED 
BROWNIES 
FISHER, 111. (AP) A pan of 
brownies given to Fisher High 
School cheerleaders by ihcir ri- 
vals were laced with a laxative, 
causing diarrhea, stomach cramps 
and hives. 
Michael Company, principal at 
LeRoy High School, acknowl- 
edged that a LeRoy cheerleader 
put two laxative packages into the 
brownies before they were offered 
atagamc between the schools Jan. 
26. 
He declined to disclose how the 
student was punished, but a letter 
of apology was sent to Fisher. 
The Fisher Bunnies edged the 
LeRoy Panthers, 63-62. 
200-YEAR-OLD CHEESE BOUGHT 
AT BRITISH AUCTION 
LONDON (AP) A British col 
lectorcoughed up S1,500 Wednes- 
day for a handful of smelly brown 
Tibetan cheese that is nid n> be 
200 years old. 
"I have had a quick smlf ol u 
though and I wouldn' t be surprised 
il ii is even older than 2(X) years," 
said Simon Perry, who will add 
the hardened ounce o! Tibetan 
CheeSC 10 a Collection Ol several 
thousand cheeses he keeps in ilk- 
cellar of his house 
Sotheby's spokesman Chns 
Proudk»e said il was die lirsl lime 
the company had sold a piece of 
food. 
T 
H 
E ROTUNDA 
News 
Briefs 
POLICEARRESTCOUPLEHAVING 
INTERCOURSEON DANCE FLOOR 
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP)Two 
police officers answering a call early 
Friday at a downtown Tallahassee 
nightclub found a young couple who 
gave new meaning to dirty dancing. 
Officers John Becman and Dee 
Crumplcr received a report of a young 
couple having sexual intercourse on 
the dance floor. 
"Both had their pants down around 
ankles and were pretty much oblivi- 
ous to the fact they were being v, atched 
by about 100 other patrons on the 
dance floor," Tallahassee police 
spokesman Sgi. Phil KiracofctoldThc 
Associated Press. 
Kiracofc said Friday the young man 
did not know his sex partner, having 
just asked her to dance. They were not 
intoxicated, he said. "The guy didn't 
even know her name." 
Sean David McDonald, 20, and Kristcn 
Elizabeth Tice, 20, were charged with 
disorderly conduct and given a notice 
to appear in court. 
L 
ALSO INSIDE 
Classifieds 5,6 
Comics 9 
Entertainment 7 
Feature! 3,4 
News X 
Opinion 2 
Sports 10 
TV Listings 5.6 
Vandalism prompts forma- 
tion of Frazer watch group 
By Doug Dimarino 
Rotunda Staff 
Many people, including students, 
faculty, and administration have be- 
come aware of the problems with van- 
dalism in Fra/er Hall and feel that it is 
a big problem. 
In the Fall '92 semester, vandal- 
ism in Frazcralonc equalled S1,206.89, 
with South Cunningham the closest 
with only $444.67. 
Total vandalism reported for the 
Fall '92 semester in all residence halls 
combined equalled approximately 
S3.457, which means that vandalism 
mall residence halls, excluding I -'razor. 
is a mere S2.253. 
As you can see, this vandalism 
figure for Frazer is astronomical com- 
pared io the oiher dorms around cam 
pus: it accounts for approximately 
34% of the total vandalism reported in 
all residence halls combined. 
Mike Herndon, the REC of Frazer, 
has been working diligently to try and 
reduce the amount of vandalism in the 
building. Along with the assistance of 
the presidents of the three fraternities 
housed in Fra/er, Frazer HallCouncil, 
and Resident Assistants, Herndon has 
implemcntcdaprogramcallcd"Frazcr 
Watch" to help reduce vandalism in 
the building. 
Frazer Watch is a student-run or- 
ganization that monitors the building 
in an attempt to make people consider 
the consequences of their actions be- 
fore destroying property or to catch 
the guilty party in the act of vandaliz- 
ing. 
These students patrol the building 
Thursday-Saturday between the hours 
of 10:00p.m. and 2:00a.m. Herndon 
says. "Although it does not seem the 
amount of vandalism has been re- 
duced, the Frazer Watch program has 
created more opportunities to catch 
the individuals that arc vandalizing 
our building." 
He hopes that in time people will 
realize that others are watching and 
individuals will be held accountable 
for their own actions, which many 
members of the Longwood commu- 
nity will help reduce the amount of 
destruction in the building drastically. 
Since the formation of Frazer 
Watch, many students are making it 
their responsibility to watch for acts 
of vandalism and reporting them to 
propSf authorities 
A number of incidents have been 
reported directly to either RA's or 
Herndon by residents, and others have 
even left anonymous notes in 
Hcmdon's office explaining the van- 
dalism that occurred, along with a 
name of the guilty party. 
"Students are becoming more 
aware of what is going on and students 
arc feeling more inclined to turn people 
in because they arc tired of paying for 
the irresponsible actions of others," 
says Herndon. 
Last semester, the most common 
acts of vandalism had been stolen or 
ripped screens in hall and staircase 
windows and replacing ceiling tiles. 
Although those are the most com- 
mon, there have been many more 
cosUy expenses, such as: broken el- 
evators due to overcrowding, broken 
water fountain, stolen vacuum cleaner, 
damaged doors, discharged fire extin- 
guishers, and excessive trash in hall- 
ways and staircases. 
Some residents of Frazer feel that 
much of the vandalism is done by non- 
residents after social events that have 
occurred in the building. 
Herndon is presently working on 
new ways to control the problems that 
may be linked to the social events 10 
ensure that non-residents as well as 
residents do not vandalize the build- 
ing. 
A his most recent suggestions and 
recommendations, some of which have 
already been implemented, include: 
locking common room doors In lobby, 
checking ID's at front door in lobby, 
enforcing policy of residents escort- 
ing their guests, maintaining desk 
hours until 4a.m. on weekends, not 
allowing social organizations to sched- 
ule simultaneous events, having fra- 
ternities designate members to assist 
in crowd control and checking ID's in 
lobby arcasduring social events, moni- 
tor the use of security keys by non 
residents, locking frontdoors on week- 
ends and have campus police assist 
with entry into the building after so- 
cial events, and enforcing party regu- 
lation policies. 
Many students feel that if each 
individual makes it a part of their 
responsibility to report vandalism in 
all residence halls, it will greatly re- 
duce the costs incurred. 
Women's colleges reap bumper crop of applicants 
NORTHAMPTON, Mass. (AP) 
Whether from a new feminism or 
changing social mores, some women's 
colleges - once viewed as an endan- 
gered species - are reaping a bumper 
crop of applicants, school officials 
say. 
"What we could be seeing is that 
women's colleges are moving back 
into the mainstream," said Mary 
Maples Dunn,presidcntof Smith Col- 
lege. "We were more out of the main- 
stream when people were thinking 
that coeducation was the way to go." 
This year's applications at the 
Northampton women's school have 
already reached a record of more than 
2.9(X), up 10 percent over last year, 
according to B. Ann Wright, do.in ol 
enrollment. 
Officials ai several Other women's 
schools, including First Lady Hillary 
Rodham Clinton's alma  mater, 
Wciicsic) College, also reported in- 
creases Thursday. Wellesley is up 14 
percent ovei last year, Barnard 12 
percent, Bryn Mawr 8 percent, and 
Mount Holyokc at least 4 percent, 
according to school officials. 
They suggest several factors that 
may be heightening acceptance of 
women's college changed objectives 
and broader accopt.uu o of feminism, 
long lermsocialchangessuchasmora 
divort os and women in the work force, 
a larger number of women in higher 
education, recent role models such as 
Mrs Clinton and Anita Hill,and widc- 
Spread publk it) OUT S national report 
last year that documented sex bias in 
classrooms. 
"Five years ago, the kind of stories 
you would see in the press were what 
we would refer to jokingly as: 'How 
long can this dinosaur go on?'" said 
Debra Thomas, a spokesman for Bryn 
Ma wr, the women' s college in a Pcnn 
sylvania town of that name. 
The number of women's colleges in 
the United Stales dropped from a peak 
of 298 in 1960 to 84 today, according 
to the Women's College Coalition in 
Washington, D.C. Half closed, and 
the other half turned coed, with most 
of those changes coming in the 1960s 
and early 1970s. 
Between 1986 and 1992, enrollment 
at women's colleges, nearly all pri- 
vato. grew 3.5 percent to 85,800. The 
increase was modest compared to the 
13 percent rise in overall enrollment 
of men and women at private schools 
during the same period, according to 
statisucian Norman Brandt at die U.S. 
Office of Education Research. 
However, some officials said Thurs- 
day they had only begun to sec signifi- 
cant increases last year. 
Smith College officials, who set up 
a committee in the 1970s to study 
•Or, opting men, felt confident enough 
for the first time this year to market the 
school largely as a place for women. 
"It's where women come first and 
do best," blares the latest Smith bro- 
chure. 
Though former First Ladies Bar- 
bsn Bush and Nancy Reagan went to 
Smith, the college had previously 
billed itself mainly as a lop liberal arts 
institution, the enrollment dean said 
Dunn believes the school, with an 
enrollment of 2,500 women, has ben- 
efited as the share of women enrolled 
in higher education, compared to mon. 
rose from 30 percent in 1950 to 52 
percent loday. 
She also said that the growing num- 
bers of broken families and women in 
the work force have "increased aware- 
ness ... into what young women arc 
going to need through their lives." 
Female educators also said that some 
feminist thinkers are taking a now 
look at the value of separate education 
for women. 
"There has been a kind of about- 
face," said Jadwiga Sebrechts, direc- 
tor of the Women's College Coali- 
lion. "There's been a realization that 
... opening the doors and putting 
women in the desks... next to the men 
did not ensure equality of educational 
experience.'' 
A report by the Wellesley Centoi loi 
Research on Women, released | 
ago, documented sex bias against 
women in classrooms. Janet Lavin, 
director of admission at Wellesley, 
said the publicity from that report and 
Mrs. Clinton, a 1969 graduate who 
talks readily about die school, have 
helped promote interest in mat school. 
"Hillary has made a difference in 
our applicant pool this year," Lavm 
said "We're very grateful for the pub- 
licity she has given us " 
Construction hot topic on campus 
By Debbie Wilson 
Rotunda Staff 
The office of the Vice President for 
Business Affairs is in charge of del- 
egating money to those areas J and 
on campus that need it and for dealing 
with the business aspects of running 
the college. 
On campus, construction is a hot 
topic since the building of ARC, the 
nc,w dormitory, and the increasing stu- 
dent enrollment. 
At the top of the list is the renova- 
tion of Hincr and Rulfner. Since these 
changes are state funded, and the slate 
is giving loss money to colleges and 
universities, they may not lake place 
in the immediate future. 
The next major change will be the 
construction of an additional dining 
hall. 
This may take place sooner than 
the renovations, however, because il 
will be funded through student fees. 
Plans for construction to begin arc set 
for ihe 1995-96 academic year, with 
the opening set for the 1996-67 aca- 
demic year. 
Currently, our two dining halls 
logcdicr only feed 2300 students at a 
time. The new one would hold 3000. 
The new dining hall will be built next 
to Ilcr, where a basketball court and 
parking lot is currently located. The 
outside will be remodeled to look like 
a new building. 
Presently, the school is working 
on campus bcaulification, including 
projects like the building of a new 
gateway and the baseball field. Dur- 
ing Christmas break, 18 trees were 
planted throughout the campus. 
The gateway is currently under 
construction at the corner of Rcdford 
Street and Main Street, next to Curry 
and Frazer. The baseball field is ncar- 
ing completion with the installment of 
the bleachers. 
The other big plan for this semester 
is an RIP, or request for proposal, for 
anautomauc tcllcrmachine. This will 
probably be installed on the ground 
floor of Lankford on the Stubbs' side. 
The business affairs office also 
oversees everything from the mainte- 
nance of buildings and grounds, ship- 
ping and recciving.and the Rolf course 
to construction of new buildings, pur- 
chasing, personnel, setting tuition,and 
legislative procedures and correspon- 
dence. Just about the only thing this 
office is not in charge of, monetarily, 
is printing, telecommunications, and 
financial aid. 
Educational achievement 
test to be given locally 
Thirty three Longwood College 
students from the education depart- 
ment will be performing educational 
achievement tests on students from 
the local areas. 
These educational tests will exam- 
ine the students' levels in subjects 
such as the language arts, including 
reading and spelling, science, arith- 
metic, and other subjects. 
Heading and supervising those tests 
will be Dr. Terry Overlon of the spe- 
cial education department. She is 
responsible for taking the appoint- 
ments for testing during the period of 
February thirteenth 10 the twenty- 
fourth of April. All testing will be 
done over the weekends on the Long- 
wood College campus. 
Since die testing is done as an 
educational experience for the educa- 
tion majors, there will be no fees 
charged to the parents. 
Generally, most testing of (Jus sort, 
when done privately, can cost up 
twenty-five hundred dollars. Thiscosi 
is occasionally covered by insurance 
companies. 
However, if the price is too high 
lor the testing to be done privately, the 
parents can go through the local com- 
munity school system. 
Yet, they will have to relinquish 
their privacy as all test results will go 
to die school. 
Of course, the main benefit for die 
parents is that the educational testing 
done at Longwood will show them the 
education level their child is on. This 
will enable the parent to follow the 
progress of their child and sec where 
strengths and weaknesses lie. 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
eliminates foreign lan- 
guage requirement 
By Carol Semonos 
Staff Writer 
Recently, the requirements 
for a Bachelor of Fine Arts <k 
gree  at Longwood have been 
changed to exclude the foreign 
language require merit 
Professor Mark Baldridge, 
head of the Art Department, said 
dial   in the process of fulfilling 
the three-credit requirement at a 
202 level or above, art students 
had to neglect the elective* which 
relate directly to their fields ol 
study. 
This change came about altoi 
a study of the Bachelor of Fine 
Alts programs at odicr colleges. 
The investigating committee 
found that a majority, if not all of 
thl schools, did not require Art 
majors to take the foreign lan- 
guages. 
Doctor Baldridge also said 
that die BRA. tends to be ne- 
glected as a separate degree and 
somewhere down the line, after 
being clumped with the B.A., 
was given similar requirements. 
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PERSPECTIVES 
I'm sure lhai Sieve's salary is more 
than covered with the activity fees 
paid by this college's greek popula- 
tion every year. 
5. You have severely discredited our 
college's papei by writing about 
Longw (M xl' | peeks "these arc groups 
whose roots arc based on two of the 
most foul human traits imaginable: 
discrimination and violence." What 
else can we say other than you arc 
ignorant and dead wrong. You also 
I udicn HIS comparison between 
greeks and (he Nazi Youth organiza- 
tions which were prevalent in Ger- 
many in the late 1930's and during 
World War II. This clearly shows 
your sensationalism and lack of good 
judgment (one member of our frater- 
nity who is Jewish was clearly of- 
fended by this comparison). 
<> As usual with greek bashing, the 
benefits our community as a whole, 
Longwood and Farmvillc, receive 
from greeks was not mentioned. Our 
own fraternity is one of the largest 
sponsors of the local Prince Edward 
County United Way drive each year. 
We also sponsor an annual scholar- 
ship in the name of David Buchanan, 
one of our Brothers who was also a 
member of Chi and the Longwood 
Ambassadors, who passed away the 
summer after he graduated. We also 
do the clean the highway program, 
work with the Farmvillc police each 
Halloween to patrol the streets to en- 
sure safety for irickcr-treatcrs, and 
this year we are organizing the March 
ofDimcswalkhcrcinFarmville. This 
is just some of the work our own 
fraternity docs, the philanthropic work 
each fraternity and sorority provides 
in total is amazing. Each year our 
greek community collectively pro- 
vides thousands of hours of work and 
Great volunteer 
opportunity arises 
There is going to be ;t marvelous opportunity 
coming for a number of dedicated Longwood 
students. 
This Spring break, rather than spending 
time at the beach or some other vacation spot, 
students should consider volunteering their time 
and effort in making the world a little bit better 
for those less fortunate: they should contem- 
plate becoming involved in the Alternative Spring 
Break program. 
Basically, this is an opportunity for a group 
of students to travel to Kentucky to get involved 
in the Habitat for Humanity program there. 
There is a cost involved, but probably no more 
than most of you wire planning to spend on your 
holiday revels. 
Trey Piersall, organizer of the event, has 
spent many hours in recent months coordinat- 
ing volunteer efforts for this, as well as other 
community projects. He more than anyone 
realizes the importance of volunteer work, not 
only in helping to create a belter world (idealis- 
tic as it sounds, this is the case), but also in its 
role as a confidence and skill builder. In a 
situation such as this ever} person who is in- 
volved benefits. 
What it conies down to is this: volunteering is 
never merely a give-take relationship, it is a 
give-give relationship. 
wood has an Aca 
-
 Community dorm. I would also like 
All opinions expressed in unsigned editorials represent «^fliaftattoP'^»U)Colnineniihat,wheiheryoullkeltoi     As I stated before, I am non-greek. 
at the editorial board    The) do not necessarily represent the opinion of 
I ongwood College, its students, staff, administration, or trustees 
raises thousands of dollars for worthy 
groups. 
7. Yes we are social groups. Yes we 
have panics. Yes we can have a great 
lime and provide the same for non- 
greeks. Yes the administration recog- 
nizes the positive impact greek life 
can give our college: So what? Do 
they give us an unfair proportion of 
their time? I doubt it. Phyllis Mable 
works closely with many student 
groups who just happen to be non- 
greek and I know from what I've per- 
sonally seen she will do nearly any- 
thing to assist student run organiza- 
tions. 
Ms. McCay if [sic] you truly have 
nothing against the greek community 
here at Longwood, why do you con- 
tinue to portray such a negative image 
of us' Hopefully this will help portray 
more clear picture [sic] of greek life 
here at Longwood. 
Two concerned greeks, 
Gregg C. Baird & Patrick Wright 
r's Note: Every issue of last semester's Rotunda.but two. contained at least one article on greek life, many of 
which were located on the front page. 
Non-greek has doubts, but questions 
expression of views 
Editor, Rotunda: 
As a non-greek, I have my doubts not, several greek organizations have 
about the fraternities and sororities on made notable contributions to Long- 
this campus; however, I found your wood — contributions that are worthy 
expression of views in the last edition of a plaque in the Rotunda. I find no 
ol the Rotunda tobequitccxiremcand reason in your conclusion that being 
rather puerile. I would like to remind ina fraternity orsororityhasaconnec- 
you that greek organizations pay rent tion with getting a good job on cam- 
on their chapter rooms — Longwood pus. Please keep in mind that, even if 
dues not provide these rooms freely, you might have personal problems 
It is important to point out that, in with the system, greeks have made 
addition to the sorority dorm, Long- and continue to have a positive impact 
demic Residence on this campus. 
Yet 1 am not so caught up in my 
independence to not understand that 
others find greek life rewarding. Your 
comparison of social greeks to Hitler 
Youth is nothing short of absurd. It 
makes me wonder why you must go to 
such extremes to express yourself. I 
imagine that your ultimate goal is to 
gel attention on campus. This, of 
course, isa marvelous intention. How- 
ever, the attention that you arc receiv- 
ing is negative, and I have always 
noticed that no attention is better than 
the kind your newspaper is getting. 
Sincerely, 
Kcndra Hipkins 
Reader thanks paper for editorial 
Hie Rotunda welcomes letters and opinion pieces from all members ol 
the Longwood College communit) on issues ol public interest Submis- 
sions must be typewritten a printed,ol (**) wordsot less, and must 
include the writers name, address, and telephone number. This informs 
lion is lor verification purposes only. The writer's name will be printed 
with his or her submission unless the Rotunda is requested and given a 
valid reason to withhold that information. We reserve the right to edit the 
length and content ol submissions Mail to: 
Editoi in Chiel 
The Rotunda 
I ongwood College BOS 
Farmville.VA 23909 
Editor, Rotunda: 
Thank you for your brazen and 
truthful attitude about the college's 
disgusting support of the greek sys- 
tem. You make several points which 
raise questions that I want to see an- 
swered. One point you did not make 
however, is the simple fact that most 
of the greeks arc hated by others on 
campus. If they arc God's gift to 
humanity, why is this true? 
You will probably get numerous 
letters castigating!for the greeks who 
are reading this, that means criticiz- 
ing) your editorial, but I have a sneak- 
ing suspicion that the morons and 
brainwashed brothers and sisters of 
the greek society will miss the point of 
the article. 
There is no doubt in my mind that 
this will be printed along side letters 
written by the demi-gods of Long- 
wood pulling themselves up on ped- 
I eiters to the Editor and Opinion pieces do not necessarily 
reflect the opinions oj the Rotunda  The purpose oj this page 
is to provide a forum for public discussion oj issues, events. 
organizations, or persons. 
cslals not even addressing the points 
brought up by the editorial. What can 
you expect when you arc dealing wiih 
people who arc so blatantly blind to 
issues which do not cater to their own 
petty point of view? 
Sadly, because my name will be 
included, I realize that I will run ihc 
risk of some stupid retaliation from 
the childish greek community. Screw 
ihcm. The truth needs to come out. 
John Andros 
Reader deems editorial blatantly prejudicial 
Two greeks question editorial 
Editor, Rotunda 
I he    latest    edition    ol 
Longwood's Rotunda was most dis 
luihmg   First ol all the Rotunda is 
i ongwood's paper, not youi ownpei 
sonaljournal Whj must ihe/?< 
constant!) bash our greek system' i 
do not believe that within this aca 
demic year we have read one artk le in 
the collage's papei concerning the 
numerous positive attributes ol OUI 
greek system and communit)   Here 
we would like to respond 10 several 
points m youi editorial and then add 
several ol out own 
I I vet) square inch ol space 
given 10 greeks on this campus is 
rented   We pa) foi the use ol out 
> haptei rooms   l he college does not 
give tins space to ns free ol chs 
Ihe plaques in the Rotunda 
loi the Sigma Sigma Sigma, Mpha 
Sigma Alpha, /eta Ian Alpha   and 
Kappa  Delta SOroritieS have ,i 
deallodowith I I shistorj 
much like the Rotunda     1 liese lour 
sororities brin| great recognition to 
OUI college and are known collet 
livelv  a-, the I .mm die I OUI  K rOSS 
the nation 
You also slate ihatanumbei 
ol leadership resident assistant posi 
nousaie idled in Greeksonoui cam 
pus   i ins is true here and national I) 
ihe majority ol members of Con 
reeks as well as man) ol out 
presidents [sic]    rhomas Jefferson, 
Ronald Reagan and (leorge Hush jusl 
to name a lew    Ihe majorit) "I tnisi 
nessexet utives were also in sororities 
oi fraternities while in college, it is 
, le.u that greek life had a good impact 
on these peoples [sic] lives and 
llieni some ol the -kills necessaT) 10 
be successful with then chosen ca 
reers 
4, <>ne ol the more disturbing 
parts ol voutevinoii.il is the section on 
sieve Dealph, the Greek Affairs Co 
ordinatot here at I ongwood    You 
state thai Steve is indeed paid b) the 
.    V> e doubt il vou know this. 
inn he lives here on campus  rhisfof 
several reasons I irst ol all, as vou 
should know  since vou punted his 
salary, he docs not make ■?great deal 
ol monev    I oi the wotk Sieve puts 
into this college, ins is, like man) 
administrators, underpaid [sic]. Not 
onl) does Steve wotk with the 
community, he also serves as an ad\ i 
sor to tire Judicial Board, chairs the 
R \ sclcctionrommittee.andispartol 
ihe residence life stall b) b 
tot  R  \ s several   * 
• is with the residence 
life sun with R A training each fall 
i 
Editor, Rotunda: 
1 am thoroughly disgusted 
with The Rotunda's decision to print 
an article that blatantly displays a 
prejudicial altitude. By demeaning 
the (iieek sv stem and stating, "Way to 
gol ongwood vou've really made it 
clear who you think is important," the 
Rotunda has shown that it does not 
tolerate a portion ol this college. The 
purpose of Civility Week istoencour- 
ngwood students to reaped each 
other's differences   it is obvious to 
me thai The Rotunda has not kepi this 
in mind 
Longwood  does support 
Greek organizations b) having 
rorii) dorm, fraternity halls, plaques 
in the dining hall and Rotunda area, 
and a Greek affairs coordinator in 
refutation ol these points, il is impor- 
tant to remember that Longwood sup- 
ports Othet people on campus by 
ling them specific halls   ihe 
International Studies Hall and Eco 
hall are perfect examples ol tins   it 
one wants to live in ARC, a Specific 
grade point average is required. Docs 
this mean that people with high grade 
point averages arc more important than 
others? The plaques in the dining hall 
and Rotunda area commemorate the 
Greeks because of their important 
contributions to campus. Several so- 
rorities were founded at Longwood, 
and that is a part of the history of the 
college that deserves to be acknowl- 
edged. The Greek affairs coordinator 
is important because the Greeks need 
to be unified and organized. Long- 
wood advertises i tse11 as being a "com- 
munity ."and ihcGrcck affairs coordi- 
nator helps to bring everyone together. 
The Greek system is often 
put down and thought to be harmful to 
the Longwood community. Unfortu- 
nately, this view has been formedbe- 
I ause the Greeks are thought to only 
,i social purpose   rhis assump- 
tion of social purposes is incorrect 
All fraternities and sororities have 
charily organizations to which they 
contribute, plus they promote togeth- 
erness, friendship, and high ideals. 
Above all, Greek organizations bring 
spirit to the Longwood campus, and 
they build future leaders of America. 
Greek organizations also contribute 
to the Farmvillc community by doing 
things such as adopting grandmothers 
at the Wcyanoke Inn, or patrolling the 
streets of Farmvillc during Hallow- 
een. 
I think 1 can speak for the 
entire Greek community when I say 
that w a are personally insulted by the 
bias of The Rotunda. I work very hard 
for my organization, and I was angry 
when I discovered that the Greeks 
were not positively represented in other 
parts of the paper, My advice is this: 
the next time you personally insult a 
lot ol people on this campus, don't 
even bother 10 print the rest of the 
paper -I know I didn't get past the 
lust page. 
Emily Carter 
Sigma Kappa Member 
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Editorial Policy 
The deadline for articles 
is 12:00 p.m. Friday prior to 
the Tuesday publication date. 
Materials to be submitted for 
consideration should be 
placed in the envelopes in- 
side the publication office's 
door in Lankford or mailed. 
Letters, personals, etc. are due 
on the office door by 2:00 
p.m. Sunday before the Tues- 
day publication date. All 
materials submitted become 
the property of the Rotunda. 
The Rotunda reserves the 
right to edit all materials sub- 
mitted for publication. 
The Rotunda is an Asso- 
ciated Collegiate Press and 
Columbia Scholastic Press 
Association award-winning 
member newspaper. Ques- 
tions or comments should be 
directed to our main office at 
(804) 395-2120 or faxed to 
(804) 395-2237. 
Letters to the Editor continue on Page 9 
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Classes+roomates 
+ life = 
By Debbie Wilson 
Staff Writer 
Along with the stress of 
college classes comes the stress 
ol college life. 
Among other things, this 
includes having a roommate for 
possibly the first time in one's 
life. 
And it's not always pos- 
sible to live with someone in such 
close quarters, whether you get 
along with the person or not. 
When asked about their 
worst roommate experiences, 
some students were hesitant to 
tell their stories. No one wanted 
their names disclosed for fear of 
retribution. 
One story I was told in- 
volved three roommates. Two of 
them decided to gang up against 
the third. Whenever the third 
roommate would leave the room, 
she would always leave her desk 
light on. The other two got fed up 
with this and decided to break her 
lightbulbeach time she left it on. 
Once this got old, the two 
roommates would find ollrcr ways 
to torture the third, such as by 
throwing her pumpkin out the 
window. 
Another account of re- 
venge involved someone who 
didn't care too much for his room- 
mate. Therefore, after being 
hassled almost todeath by a friend 
Ol Ins, he finally gave in and re- 
vealed his roommate'a secret Chi 
identity. 
Other problems consist of 
everything from fighting over a 
boyfriend and rcponing a room- 
mate to the honoror judicial board, 
to getting in fist fights and seeing 
your roommate puke and then get- 
ting sick after him. 
To help students deal with 
all this stress, Pete Pazmino, the 
RA on second floor North Cun- 
ningham, put a few pointers upon 
the hallway bulletin board on how 
to confuse roommates. Here arc 
some highlights: 
♦During the night sit up 
every hour on the hour and say, 
"It's time." 
•Whenever a bell rings 
stand up and shake your head vio- 
lently. 
•Whenever you leave the 
room drop a coin in the bucket. 
• When the phone rings an- 
swer the door. When there's a 
knock at the door answer the phone. 
Complain about pranksters. 
•Argue for closet space- 
on behalf of your imaginary friend. 
•Sit in front of the open 
refrigerator door with a spcargun 
muttering, "penguins, penguins, 
penguins...." 
•Bang your head agamsi 
the wall repeatedly while shout- 
ing, "Nupe it!" 
•Any time your roommate 
enters the room say to Uic televi- 
sion, "See, 1 told you." 
•Put three clocks side by 
side on the dresser. Make one five 
minutes slow, one correct, and one 
SPECIAL SKI PROGRAM ANNOUNCED 
FOR 
LONGWOOD STUDENTS & FACULTY 
We are pleased to announce the establishment of a special Longwood 
Ski Program which is being made available by the Winterplace Ski Resort. 
Longwood Students and Faculty wishing to take advantage of this special 
ski program must present their Longwood identification card when pur- 
chasing lift tickets, renting ski equipment, or renting a condo. 
SPECIAL PRICES ARE: 
Weekdays (Monday through Friday) 
Lift Tickets    Rental Equipment 
(skis, boots, and poles) 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. $14.95 
9 a.m. to 10 p.m. $17.95 
3 p.m. to 10 p.m. $12.95 
$7.95 
$7.95 
$5.95 
Saturday. Sunday, Holidays 
Lift Tickets Rental Equipment 
(skis, boots, and poles) 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. $27.95 $12.95 
9 a.m. to 10 p.m. $34.95 $12.95 
5 p.m. to 10 p.m. $16.95 $ 7.95 
Longwood Special Ski Lessons 
five minutes fast. Label them past, 
present, and future. 
•Offer to floss your 
roommate's teeth. If he/she re- 
fuses, go off on a tirade about 
gumlinc gingivitis. 
•Listen to a tape of as- 
sorted cricket chirpings. Occa- 
sionally nod your head affirma- 
tively and mutter, "how true, how 
true." 
I f none of the above works, 
there's not much hope left. Per- 
haps you should just find a new 
roommate. 
Ashe dies 
NEW YORK (AP) —Arthur Ashe, 
a pioneering black tennis player who 
crusaded off the court for human rights 
and AIDS research, died Saturday of 
AIDS-relatcd pneumonia. He was 49. 
Ashe, the only black man ever to 
win the Wimbledon championshipand 
the U.S. Open, revealed April 8 that he 
had AIDS in an emotional news con- 
ference prompted by his fear that a 
newspaper was about to publish the 
story. 
He said he was infected by a blood 
transfusion during heart bypass sur- 
gery, probably in 1983. 
He became active in the fight against 
AIDS, forming a fund-raising foun- 
dation and joining the boards of the 
Harvard AIDS Insuluteand the UCLA 
AIDS Institute. 
Ashe won the singles crowns of all 
the coveted tennis tournaments, in- 
cluding Wimbledon, (he U.S. Open 
and the World Championship Tennis 
Finals. 
In 1970, he helped get South Africa 
banned from the Davis Cup because 
of the nation's apartheid policies. 
After suffering a heart attack in 
1979, Ashe retired from competitive 
tennis in 1980 and became non-play- 
ing captain of the U.S. Davis Cup 
team. He led the Davis Cup team to 
victory in 1981 and 1982. 
90 minute group lesson by Winterplace Professional Ski 
School for only $6.95 per person - regularly $12.00! 
Winterplace Condominiums 
2 Bedrooms - Parlor, 2 Baths, Kitchen   sleeps 6 - 
available Sunday night through Thursday night - only $125.00 
per night. 
Winterplace Ski Resort is under new ownership and has vastly 
improved its snowmaking capability, added new trails (now 24 trails) - 
new lifts (now 4 chair lifts + 2 surface lifts) and a new dining and food 
service. 
Winterplace Ski Resort is located 16 miles South of Beckley, West 
Virginia, 1 '/i miles from the Ghent exit on Interstate 77. 
If you need additional info, or need to confirm lodging reserve 
call 304/ 787-3221. For latest snow conditions, call snow phone 1-800- 
258-3127. 
Present skiing conditions are - all chairlifts operating, excellent skiing 
top to bottom featuring beginner, intermediate and expert terrain. 
A   DISPATCH    FROM MAGAZINE 
The Fine Print 
Land of the Free 
Many times, successful professionals are 
asked why they wanted to work at the jobs 
they hold The onswers given are usually 
earnest and unsurprising: excitement, 
personol fulfillment, the chance to earn a 
living wage. All these reasons are 
important, of course, but seldom is one of 
the most compelling reasons mentioned: In 
certain occupations, when there is a big 
event, those in attendance get free stuff. 
Here is a list of items that attendees at 
some of last summer's major events 
received gratis 
Members of the media who ottended 
the Democratic Notional Convention in 
New York lost July received a New York 
Times duffel bag; a CNN cloth book bog, o 
New York Telephone charge card, worth 
$1; a Visitors' Consumer Tips cord ("Pay 
only the meter omount The charge is for 
the taxi, it is not o per person charge"); a 
Roosevelt Hospital medical-hot-lines wallet 
card, featuring the instruction "DIAL 911", 
and a coupon for 10 percent off purchases 
at Herman's World of Sporting Goods 
stores 
Delegates to the Republican Nationol 
Convention in Houston last August 
received a bolo tie; several HOWD> IROM 
HOUSTON postcards, a baseball hat, a 
golf cop; a TEXAS pin, several VIP gift 
bags and tote bogs, sunglasses, 
binoculars; two cassettes of COuntf) Ond 
western music; a bandana; a Compaq 
hand fan, a coffee mug. a HOUSTON 
OILERS drinking glass, a Helene Curtis 
health-and-beauty gift pack, Jhirmack 
haircare samples, o HOUSTON SKYLINE 
photo album; on OILERS pin. First 
Interstate Bank key chains, Arthur 
Andersen and Foley's department store 
T-shirts; HOUSTON WELCOME memo pods, 
Christmas cords, jalapeho suckers, 
Nuprin; Tylenol, Therogron-M, Maalox 
tablets, and Therapeutu mineral let 
Delegates also received a doily gift 
package  On Sunday they got o fruit basket 
and a bottle of Texos wine, on Monday, 
11 kinds of Nabisco snacks, on Tuesday, a 
Plexiglos boot filled with M&M's and Mars 
candies; on Wednesdoy, a Risk board 
game and sparkling water, and Thursday, 
fortune cookies and a v ALL COME BA< • 
balloon. 
Husband 
perform' 
in Wygal 
By Gray Lipford 
Staff Writer 
Renowned tenor, James 
McDonald, and his wife, pianist Ruth 
Ann McDonald performed a concert 
in Wygal, Tuesday, January 26. They 
performed "Dichtcrliebc" (Poet's 
Love) by Robert Schumann and "A 
Journey In Words and Music." 
and wife team 
'Dichterliebe" 
\A/c fire i itilil down 
the sdeel — 
As straight, ns \[\e 
arrow ((ifs / 
/ 
CARtfRS    *■» 
ruwet-    ^f p 
Come see o\ir 
eftsp(ait of riifls 
lor Valput IMPS j/aw. 
CARTERS FLOWER SHOP 
711   W. THIRD STREET -392-3151' 
The Bookstore is Now 
Returning Textbooks to 
Publishers. 
Anyone Who Still Needs 
To Purchase Textbooks 
should Do So 
Immediately! 
Books may be returned to 
the Bookstore through 
Fri., Feb. 12, with a class 
drop slip and cash 
register receipt. 
LONGWOOD COLLEGI BOOKSTORE M-F 8-5 395-2084 
"Dichtcrliebc" is a series of six- 
teen poems from the "Lyrischcs Inter 
mezzo" of Hcinrich Heine. 
The music was composed in May 
of 1840 in a single week's time. The 
theme of the poems, which were all 
written and sung in German, was ol, 
unrequited love, in moods ranging 
from fanciful to sorrow. 
The composition WM masterfully 
done and the music complemented 
McDonald's powerful voice which 
could command attention through a 
change intone 
The music, as performed by Ruth 
Ann McDonald, a wonderful pianist, 
was beautiful with frequent changes 
in tempo and tone, 
The arrangement would move from 
light and frivolous to dark and heavy 
as the performance went on almost as 
if there wasaseries of different 
i he pauses between movements, 
however seemed a lad long and dc 
tractcd (mm the performan C 
Additionally, the music went on 
lor a llttll to long alter ihc end ol the 
. and moved the mood Irom the 
■adlyrk i loan turn MM lighl tone which 
did not give the sense ol continuity. 
James McDonald also hardly 
changed expressions through oul the 
piece whether singing happy lyrics a 
sad and il also did not do much lor (he 
performance, 
"A Journey in Words anil Music" 
is a compilation of songs and poems 
which were read with authors and 
composers including Benjamin 
Britten, Ogdcn Nash, l-rantz I.is/t, 
Robert Browning, William 
Shakespeare, William Blake,and some 
children's sayings. 
The theme ol this presentation was 
ol love and life and included works 
like "Shall I Compare I lice" and 
children's sayings like, "II you don't 
want 10 have a baby, you better use a 
contraption." 
It was lighter than the first part ol 
the concert All mall it was an enjoy- 
able concert. 
I IK- Me Donalds are perlonneis in 
the Washington, l)i\ area where 
lames McDonald lias perlorined at 
the national Symphony and at the 
Kennedy (enter He has studied in 
I i..I.uid and Germany and is on the 
voice/opera lacuity at the University 
of Maryland 
Kulh McDonald, who just com- 
pleted her Doctorate, coaches students 
at the American Institute for Musical 
Studies in (iranz, Austria She is 
wining a book on the songs ol I ran/ 
l.is/l and lias also performed al die 
Kennedy < leniet 
3flZ-8b3S 
****£?• 
*ott*cr^ acarp^fc 
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FEAT URES 
rsonalities 
McEntire recalls both 
good times and bad 
NEW YORK (AP) It's been iwo 
ince her band members died 
in a plane crash, but Kcbu McEntire 
says those dcparicd  friends are 
: lar Irom her. 
"I don't know where we go when 
we die I don't know ii we become 
guardian angels, but I feel dieir 
presence an awful lot," the 17 
y.ir i ild country singer says in the 
i Miicni i adics' HomeJour 
rial. 
I he plane crash was just one ol 
the hard tunes McEntire survived. 
There was a painful divorce, and a 
brush with death late last .ear when 
her plane was limed 10 make an 
ency touchdown with a had 
landing gear. 
Things have gotten a lot better 
"I've never been this happy, this 
content," says McEntire, who is 
remarried and has a I yeai old son. 
"The truth is. I've never had this 
much fun." 
Ali fights again 
DEERFIELD BEACH, Fla.(AP) 
Muhammad Ah put up his legend 
ary dukes one more lime - but 
in if ad ofa new title belt, all he go) 
was a T-shirt. 
The former world heavyweight 
boxingchampplaylully battled Jell 
Wilson, a junior, during a visit 
I liniMlayloDecrfield Beach High 
to promote liig Brothers and Big 
Sisters. 
Ali posed foi pictures and passed 
out autographed pamphlets on Is- 
lam and on AIDS 
"It's a ntxxl deed   And it'll get 
you to heaven quicker," Ah said 
Though he's been slowed by 
I'aikinson'sdisiasc, the champ lias 
lost none of his trademark 
sassincss 
"I came all this way and this is all 
I get'" lie asked after receiving a 
[Ad I shirt from B.A.A.D. - Black 
Athletes Against Drugs       
President Bush still 
not forgotten by some 
HOUSTON (AP) He may be 
lormer President Bush, but he's 
certainly not forgotten 
Spokesman Andy Msna nyi 
Bush gets about I,MM pieces ol 
mail daily at his ol I ices in I louston 
and Washington 
Mart) are notes ol appreciation, 
but the mail also bring] I shuts. 
bumpet nickers.caps.uesandirin 
kets, Manet said 
Someone e\en sent a cheese 
i.ike 
"Needless to say, ii was in i*>or 
condition when it arrived," M.IIUI 
said lluiisdas 
Mans ol the items aie likels 10 
wind up at the Bush presidential 
library, which willbe built at Tex as 
\A \i I niversil) 
Alternative spring break offered tj 
Bj Jennifer O'Neal 
Stall Writer 
Does anyone out there h 
soil spot in Ins in hei heart? 
anyone want tohelpoul Ins fellow 
man 01 woman ' 
Well here is youi chai 
Piersall, who is i un ordi 
nating volunteers for the G.I V I 
Clearinghouse, lias organized an 
Alternative Spring Break in Ken 
tucky, rebuilding and repairing 
houses leu those who are in need 
At the moment, Piersall is try 
ing to gel tools donated  so the 
group will be able to do more effi- 
cient and effective work. 
Presently, the cost of the trip is 
$90.00, but Peirsall hopes that 
fund-raisers can be organized so 
thai the price will decrease. 
Another advantage to taking a 
part in the Alternative Spring Break 
is that students can gain volunteer 
hours towards graduation. This 
seems to be a growing require- 
ment for many colleges and uni- 
versities 
A special house was built espe- 
cially forthe volunteers. It is brand 
new, has all the modem conve- 
niences, ami can comfortably sleep 
20. 
Many universities participate 
in the annual Alternative Spring 
Break 
Piersall hopes to keep the group 
together after they return, so the) 
can discuss what happened, how 
they feel, and what was accom- 
plished. 
CAS.££ft   J&ALI&* 
SHt k>OK£ IT! 
A DEGREE: IN 
fAINTiNS! X'M 
60IN6 TO BETHX 
W£XT PICASSO! I'M 
&0IM6 To MAKE 
M  MARK OH THE 
ART  WORLD'.'. 
Piersall key in  forming new 
graduate student association 
COAt£  ON WPl! PO 
*tOU   VJANT   DOGS 
.■PLACING   POKtR OR 
ATHfc V1LV4T 
Bj Jennifer O'Neal 
Staff Writer 
Do you evei see people walking 
around campus thai look just a hit older 
than the average college age student? 
Believe it or not, Longwood has 
many graduate students, bui it seems 
that some of them feel that theii rights as 
students are being taken avt 
Trey Piersall is the man that is trying 
to change all that. He and others have 
recently started an association just for 
graduate students. 
There are between 200 and 300 StU 
dents pursuing M [tees, Some 
are full time, but many are part time. 
There are a many things that gradu- 
ate students have to live without, such 
.is i guaranteed seat on the SGA Senate. 
Getting a leal is one of the association's 
ials. 
Piersall has high hopes for the asso- 
ciation. Not only does he want the 
group to perform as a student activism 
group, but he also hopes that members 
will gather socially for events, such as 
picnics, and also for moral support. 
He also wants the graduate students 
to be recognized as a class. The group is 
planning many workshops on subjects 
such as stress management. 
Piersall hopes that the Graduate Stu- 
dent Association will act as a voice lor 
concerns and be a liaison between fac- 
ulty, staff, and administration. 
The group is hoping to have one speci- 
fied program a month. Many will consist 
of panels of Ph.D.'s and members of the 
administration. 
Lee photography collection on 
exhibit at Bedford gallery 
B) Karen (tosbj 
Staff Writer 
Ihe Koican Architect, Kang l p 
lee, is currently inhibiting a codec 
iion of   26   color photographs in 
Bedford Gallery.   The photographs 
will be on exhibit until February 26. 
Lee fot uses II|HHI Buddhist temples 
amlothct representations ol Buddha. 
The photography site- were chosen 
by poong-su "the an of placement" 
which emphasizes harmonj with the 
surrounding natural environment. 
Particularly interesting were pho- 
tographs ol the Haeinsa temple taken 
m three seasons 
l ee emphasizes the uses ol lighi 
and shadow, most notably in his pho- 
tographs of temple gates, passages, 
and doors. 
I le earned bachelor's and master's 
degrees in architecture from the Uni- 
versity of California at Berkeley and 
themaster of Urban Design form 
Harvard University. 
Lee was named one of " 100 Future 
I eiders of Korea" as a former Direc- 
tor of City Planning in Seoul. Cur- 
lenily, he is a professor of architecture 
and a department head at Korea Uni- 
versity. 
1 he exhibit is part of an interna- 
tional emphasis in Longwood's An 
Department. 
/ Leam German 
This Summer At URI 
June 27 - August 6,1993 
The University o< Rhode Island m co-operation with the Goethe Institute 
Boston is hosting the Thirteenth Annual German Summer School of 
the Atlantic. German wil be the sole language o* communication, and 
German life and culture the heart of this six week residency program 
of intensive language study. Earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate 
credits while Irving in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus, 
just minutes away from Rhode Islands magni f cent beaches and his- 
toric Newport. This program is ideally suited fa anyone wishing to 
enroll in beginning intermediate, or advanced German Take advantage 
of this rare opportunity to participate m this total German language 
experence. 
Contact: 
Dr. John Grandin or 
Dr. Norbert Hedderich, Co-Directors 
Dept. of Languages, URI 
Kingston, Rl 02881 
Or call: (401) 782-5911 
mill inn ■■■■■ in■■■■■?
UNIVERSITY OF 
kHODK ISLAND 
Whoopie Goldberg, 
Chevy Chase 
both given Hasty 
Pudding Award 
i tMBRIDGI .Mats I KP] Whoopi 
t ioldberg andChet j i 'hase have been 
named woman and man ol the yeai D) 
Harvard's Hast) Pudding rheatricals, 
IIK1 nation'soldesi undergraduate dn 
niatu organization 
Qoldberg will be honored with ■?
parade ihrough Harvard Square on 
l eb   I6 and Chase will fv presented 
«rim the tradmonal "Pudding Pol 
u hoopie Goldberg has acted in the 
tiinis "ihe Ookx Purple." "Ghost," 
and Sistei \i i" and also is a, oinedi 
enne 
Chew Chase was a writei and 
performei with the original cast ol 
NBC's "Saturda) Night I ive," and 
also has acted in films 
In this 
Marine Corps 
officer's program, 
you follow your 
major before 
you follow ours. 
A college majoi leaves you little time to 
minoi in anything else So how do you 
become un othc ei in the United States 
Marine Corps II you want to concentrate 
on youi major before you devote your 
undivided attention to one of ours? Join 
the Mount •( PLC (Platoon Leaders 
s) program, where all your training 
tak< • In the summer The kind of 
training tin it will really test your ability If 
you want to become an officer in the 
Marine Corps, join the PLC program 
Andthis summer you earn hange majors. 
Marines 
nKhn.17* hxnd. The Hjuiaes. 
-'-4-'- 
S •&*9 
it you havewhal il takes to be an Office ol Marines see you 
Officer Selection Team ( aptain nmothy v i lorian & Stafl 
ml lohn M« ( lain outside ihe Rotunda Market from 
10:00am la on I6& 17 February 19 
,n i .ill | i | tin more information 
peANesrS 
,HEyM /y to wes-f- rhfrd &r. 
(Bus. f& next ■hRha.Hvt) 
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SUNDAY DAYTIME 
1    CNN On lw Menu 
3   WTBS 
4    ESPN 
5    HBO 
6   WTVR 
7    WRLH 
WRIC 
9   WCVE 
10   WGN 
11   WJPfl 
12 WWRT 
13 WSET 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
17   OISN 
II   MTV 
19   NICK 
20   TNN_ 
2!   FAM 
23 VISN 
24 US* 
25   WWOR 
2t   AtE 
27   LIFE 
21   TDC 
29   BET 
30   HTS 
10:00 
H»ppy Dtys 
10:30 
Newsmaker 
11:00 
Coaches 
11:30 
Week HI NBA 
12:00 
Ht»itor 
SportsWeekry 
Movie: «««  With Six YOU Get Egg/oil 11968) Dons Oa 
■???????HMM 
Sunday Mom. 
Groundhog 
Larry Jones 
UntouchaNei (In Stereoi 3 
|9 001 Movie:   Dreamscape 
Va Legitl.       |Vt Currents 
Star Search (in stereo) 
Larry Jones     'Outdoorsmen 
Robert Schueer 
Reporten      |5portecenter 
12:30 1:00 
Sctanca-Tech. |Neweday ^ 
1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 
Weak in Rene* 
4:00 4:30 
Wortd R#poft 
Movie «««   That Touch ot Mini (1962. Comedy I Cary Grant   Movie .t.   Please Don t Eat me Daisies (1960) Dons Day     j Happy DeyT 
Racing Acroaa America 
The inner Orcle (1991 Drama) Tom Hutee (In Stereoi PG-13 Q 
Baptut Jeft Jones 
WWFSuperttart 
First Baptist Church 
Capitol Newt   |Atsembry Wk 
Lrlealytat ol Rich A Famoui 
Lifestyles ol Rich A Famous 
Victory Hour 
Work Woman   [This Wee* Witt David Bnnkley|Firmnei 
Movie: ««'?  Ben.Book and Candle (1958) James Stewart 
(9 00) 
Skjm^ Ski Wortd 
Jack Benny: Comedy in 
Wortd Cup Sk.no, Freestyie     lkkttrod Seed Dog Race [Speed 
FEBRUARY 14. 1W3 
5:00 
Tom 1 Je"> 
5:30 
Newsmaker 
Captem Planet 
Bats n Golf Tournament 
Daylona 500 (Live) g 
Movie: ««  Just You and Me. Kid ,t979l PG  \Movie: *'i   Sti Patrol (1990) Roger Rose       [Lift Stones" 
I Love Lucy     11 Love Lucy 
This Week With David Brinkley 
Bathe-Brains    Baffle-Brains 
I Love Lucy 
This Richmond 
I Love Lucy     Hove Lucy     II Love Lucy     11 Love Lucy 
HI the Mn (Series Premierel g 
College Basketball North Catofcna at Georgia Tech   live 
Movie: **Vi  um House on the Prime (1974. Adventure) 
Movie. « «' ■■???The Fust Power (1990) Lou Diamond Ptnlkps 
Star Trek: Daap Space Nina: Alpine Skiing 
Lawrence Waft Show 
Movie: 
jMcLaughkn 
Ml My Daring Daughters Anmersary 
Coaege Baaketbat Michigan at Inoiana iLivei 
I Lo.e Lucy 
Night Court 
One on One 
I Love Lucy      I Love Lucy 
Dick Tarrant     Made in USA 
Tony Brown    [Money 
I Love Lucy    |l Love Lucy 
Pantheon 
VSEN Parent Forum 
Movie: ese   The Big Picture M989 Comedy) Kevm Bacon 
Movie:*"':  Lite With Father (1947. Comedy) WIJUOT Powea. Kane Dunne 
Peaky. W.     |Focut-Bteuty  NBA Sliowlima MBA Basketbei New York Knicks at Orlando Magic (Live) 
Coaege BaaketbaA: Regional Coverage 
Beauty and the Beast 1 Highlander Tne Series 
PGA Golf Boo Hope Chrysler Classic (bvel q 
Oscar (1991):; I Movie: «»««   The Treasure ol the Sierra Madre (1948) 
Movie: **\i   The Eddy Duchm Story M9S6 Biography) Tyrone Power. Kim Novak Kisses 
] Cottage Batketbal: Regional Coverage 
Disney's Rootin  Tootin  Roundup 
MTV Jams (In Stereo) 
Doug 
Daytona 
Insp Gadget 
Rugrats 
NHRA Today 
Pnnce Valiant 
Worship Worship Preabylanan    Discovery 
17 001 Cartoon Eipress 
Sports 
Ren A Stimpy 
nstdo-Rtcino, 
Am  BaBy 
Frosty 
Wrote-Watch 
Salute Shorts 
Racaday 
Healthy Kida 
Steampipe Alley Beak man's 
19 '/"Romance. Romance (Ftl 
Paid Program 
IM Review 
Homeworks 
Video Gospel 
Final Score 
Internal Medic 
Easy Does It 
Personal Diary 
Cardiology 
Cholesterol 
Black Men 
Collector's Showcase 
Kids mcorp.     Sand Fairy 
Big Picture     |Week in Rock 
Clanssi Eipl    Freshmen 
In-Fisherman   IBM Dance Out 
Waltons  The Bicycle 
Second Baptist Church 
WWF Al-Amoricen Wrestling 
|Movie:   The Portrait (1993 Comedy-Drama) Gregory Peck" 
Movie:*1;   Spirit ol 76 |1990) David Cassidy | Movie: ««   Pop Dead Fred 11991) Phoebe Catea  PG-13 g   |Movta: ««   Roc* n Rot High School Fern* 
Danger Bay g 
House ol Style 
Wild Side 
Batamasters 
Zorro Movie: a**1'?  BoysTown (1938. Drama)       [Preview Snow [Movie: «««';  The Absent Minded Professor [196D G 
Video Valentinei (In Stereo) 
Fifteen 
Hank Parker 
Lite Goat On (in stereo) g 
Valentine's Day Mushiest A celebration ol love trom original Nickelodeon series 
| House o< Style 
American Sports Cavalcade [in Stereo) 
Movie 
|NHRA Today 
Worthy: Catnokc Mats 
■?***   The Thnll oiitAi (1963. Comedy) Dons Day 
MacOyven 
Movie: «'■■;   Rescue F-om GiHigan s Island (1978| Boo Denver 
Movie: ••»   You Cant Cheat an Honest Man 
Jml. ol Med 
Great Chels 
Lesd Story 
Vi Wildlife 
Physicians 
Nature Watch 
Paid Program 
Family 
Earth Journal 
Angers j Worship E«presswn      | Highway 
Movie: ««'T  Sateen Candles (1984 Comedy) Moly Ringwaid 
Movie:** Blues Busters (1950) Leo Gorcey 
Movie: *«« "The Snows ol Kiknan/aro it953) Gregory Peck 
Internal Medic. |Physicians 
Gull Cnsis The Road to War 
Col liege Wrestling 
Paid Program   Paid Program |Paid Program 
North Carolina State at North Carolina 
Radiology 
Inaida-Raclng |W«ners 
Wrote-Watcn  |Sporta 
Valentine's Day Muahtaat 
Rodeo (in S'ereoi 
•»*   Send Me tc Flowers (19641 Rock Hudson 
Mormon Chon 
Gossip' 
Illuminations 
Just Ten of Us My Two Dads 
It It Written Worship 
B Buddies 
Movie: eh   Vibes (1988. Comedy) Cyndi Lauper Peter Falk 
Movie: «««   Re Bravo 11959 Western) John Wayne. Dean Martin Ricky Nelson 
Cardiology Dentist Update Internal Medic. Otoeiae 
Journey to Braioria (R) 
Paid Program |Patd Program 
Wild Side        Monkeys        I Wildlife Talet 
Paid Program [Paid Program |Pa»d Program 
Soccer World Series    Commonwealth ol Independent States vs U S A 
Jml ol Med 
Love Bads (R) 
Paid Program 
Family 
MecAMuttey 
Paid Program 
Amai Ammali 
Medical Prog. 
Arwrialt 
Paid Program 
Coaege Basketball St Joseph's at Rutgers 
SUNDAY EVENING 
I CNN 
3 WTBS 
ESPN 
HBO 
6 WTVR 
Movie: *«  Regarding Henry (1991) Harrison Ford  PG-13 g 
7    WRLH 
WRIC 
WCVE 
10   WGN 
11   WJPR 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
16 
6:00 
World Today 
6:30 
Week in NBA 
WCW Mam Event Wrestling 
Senior PGA Golt 
7:00 
Business 
7:30 
Sports Sunday Primenowsg 
8:00 8:30 
Movie:   Perry Mason The Case ol the All-Star Assassin (1989) 
Sportscenter 
CBS News Newt 
Star Trek Neit Gener 
60 Minutes i in Stereo) q 
News 
Ghostwnter; 
ABC News 
Batman q       | Shaky Ground 
Lite Goes On  Visions q 
Ghostwriter q Austin City Limits (in Stereo) 
Movie: «*   The Money Pit (1986. Comedy) Tom Hants 
Catwalk iln Stereo) 
News 
News 
MAP U.j.1 
ABC iNt£»v3 
Batman q       | Shaky Ground 
Secret Service (In Stereo) q 
Bugs Bunny A Pals 
Lite Goes On  Visions  q 
SHOW     Mo.ie: «*'■;   Oscar [1991. Comedy) Sylvester Stallone  PG q 
17   DISN      Avonlea iRI (In Stereo) q 
11   MTV       Big Picture      |Wook in Rock 
i3) Valentine's Day Mushiest 
Speedweek      Alan Kulwicki 
9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 
Week in Review IR) Wortd News 
National Geographic Eipkxer 
Bo»ing Lou Savarese vs Frans Botha (Live) 
11:00 11:30 
Sports Tonight Business 
Network Earth   Lon Davis II 
Sportscenter 
Movie: ««   Shining Through (1992) Michael Douglas  Rq     [Movie:   Intent to Kill [1993. Drama) Trao Lords   NR 
Murder. She Wrote (in Stereo) Queen (In Stereo) (Part 1 ol 3) q 
In Living Color Roc (in Stereo) 
Home Videos Am. Funniest 
Nature (In Stereo) q 
Street Justice   On My Honor 
In Living Color |Roc (In Stereo) 
I Witness Video (In Stereo) q 
Home Videos    Am. Funniest 
Married... With [Herman Head   Flying Blind q [Edge :; 
Married   With 
Movie: «««   Pic* Tracy 11990. Adventure) Warren Beany q 
Masterpiece Theatre 
Kojak 
Married... With | Herman Head   Frying Blind q Edgeq 
Artemo Hall |R| (In Stereo) q 
Seattle Symphony   A Romantic Evening 
Nawsq Instant Replay Know Bull-Phil 
Lucy A Pesr A Home Movie [In Stereo) q 
Movie: «««  Dck Tracy (1990. Adventure) Warren Beatty q 
12:00 12:30 
FEBRUARY 14. 1993 
1:00 
World Report Final EdWen 
_130_ 
There's an A    It Is Written      Deal-A-Meai 
LPBT Bowling From Las Vegas [Live) 
Beauty Break. 
Muscle 
Groundhog     |Movie: ««h  The Rookie ('990 Drama) R q 
Mimed    With  Currant ARM Eitra 
Trinity Baptist Church 
|Travt Update 
American Gladiators 
Color Me Clean-Recovery 
Koiak 
Whoopi Goldberg [in Stereo) 
inside Edition 
Apollo Comedy Hour 
[Whoopi Qotdbarg (In Stereol 
(Of Air) 
a 
Movie «»«   Anything Goes  |1956. Musical! 
It's Showtime at the Apoao      [Kung Fa The Legend Com 
Golt Movie: •«   Harry Tract Desperado (1982) 
Entertainment Tonight: 
NBA Basketball Los Angeles Clippers at Portland Trail Blazers (Live) 
Movie: ««»   Bugsy M99V Drama) Warren Beatty. R q 
Movie: «»«   The LoveBug (1969 Comedy) Dean Jones  G    [Harry Conmck Jr.-Big Band Preview Show 
Video Valentines (In Stereo) 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25 WWOR 
2* AtE 
27 LIFE 
21 TDC 
29 BET 
30 HTS 
Pete A Pete 
Wrote-Watch   |House ol Style [Sports Unpiuqgtd 
Rfiodel:ng 
Big Bro Jake 
Mechanic 
Sacred Soul 
Beyond 
That's My Dog 
Hitchhiker 
Barnaby Jones 
In Search Of.. (Rl 
Medica[Prog   [Medical Prog. 
Wings (Rl 
Paid Program 
Basketball 
Paid Program 
American Sports Cavalcade (In Stereo) 
M
"PP** |Mork A Mmdy |Dick Van Dyke A. Hitchcock 
Man Mansion 
Joy of Music 
RHI Tin Tin 
Songs 
MacGyver (In Stereo) q 
Simon A Simon 
Real West  Wild Wild Women 
Physicians      [Milestones 
Submarines Sharks ot Steel 
Paid Program |Paid Program 
|Racaday Fishm' Roland Martin 
Movie:»«'i   Partners n Love (1992 Comedy) Eugene Levy 
Nature ol Things  . |Common Sanaa Religion (Live) 
Movie:  Fade to Black (1993. Suspense) Timothy Busfieid q 
Gloria Gimme Break   Star Search (In Stereo) 
Movie:  Fikpma Dreamgirls  (19911 Bill Maynard Charlie Drake 
Jml. ol Mad.    |Family 
Submannes Sharks ot Steel 
Paid Program 
Tennis St Jude International Semifinal From Memphis Tenn 
Paid Program 
Cardtology     [internal Medic. 
Submannes: Sharks of Steel 
Bobby Jonas Gospel (R) 
iMovie:**1;   Thomasme S Bushrod [1974) Max Julien 
[Family Ties q [Shopping Spr 
[Movie:   The Liberation ol L B Jones (1970) 
Movia: ««v?   King ot New York  11990) Christopher Walken  R [Movie:   Puppet Master ill Toulon s Revenge    \ Black Rbw~ 
Bassmasters 
Movie: ««»   Guys and Dolls (1955. Musicall Marlon Brando (In Stereol 
Rockumentary Liquid Assets 
Lucy Show 
Outdoors 
In Touch 
Worship 
Counterstrike  Free to l 
Golt Show 
Miss Marpte: Body in Library 
Ob/Gyn |FamHy 
Submannes: Sharks ol Steel 
Video Gospel 
[Tennis St Jude International Semifinal From Memphis. Tenn 
MT Moore 
Road Test 
BenHaden 
Worship 
Liquid TV 
Dragnet 
Truck Power 
J  Ankerberg 
Church Chnst 
S* Stalkings iR) (In Stereo) q 
Paid Program  |Paid Program 
Bndethead Revisited 
Paid Program [Paid Program 
Submannes Sharks ol Steel 
Personal Diary Black Men      [Lead Story (R) Paid Program 
120 Minutes Iln Stereol 
| Movie:  Boys Town (1938) 
Superman 
Truckm' USA 
John Osteen 
Donna Read 
Winners (Rl 
Larry Jones 
Everyman 
Hotywd Inside 
Paid Program 
Paid Program 
Paid Program 
Patty Duke 
Out Way 
Paid Program 
Fern. 2-Night 
Eipk America 
Midpoint 
Paid Program 
Paid Program 
Paid Program 
Paid Program 
Paid Program 
Movia:   Filipma Dreamgirls .'99! i Bill Maynard Charlie Drake 
Paid Program  |Pawd Program   Paid Program |Pa«d Program 
Submannes Sharks ol Steel 
Tennis St Jude International Final From Memphis Tenn Coaege Wrestting: N C St at N C 
Paid Program 
Submannes Sharks ol Steal 
Paid Program [Paid Program 
MONDAY EVENING 
1      6:00 
; CNN        World Today 
3 WTBS    '3 i Company 
4 ESPN    'Basketball 
5 HBO_   T(4 30, Movia: 
6 WTVR""' 
• WRLH 
e  WRIC 
9   WCVE 
6:30 
'Andy Gntfitfi 
'up Close 
News 
Full House 
News 
TBA 
10   WGN 
11    WJPR 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
17   DISN 
11   MTV 
j    NCK 
M    "»N 
22   FAM 
23 VISN 
24 USA 
25 WWOR 
26 AAE 
27 LIFE 
» TDC 
BET 
HTS 
Saved by Bel 
Fti Mouse 
News 
Bugs * Pals 
7:00 
Mone»: ne 
B HillMkas 
Sportscenter 
7:30 
Crossfire 
8:00 8:30 
*q 
9:00 9:30 
Larry King Live q 
SanfordASon Movie: ««';   Lour it 11982. Comedy 1 Tom Cuise 
10:00 10:30 
Wortd News 
FEBRUARY 15. 1993 
11:00 
Sports Tonight Moneykne |R 
11:30 
Movie: ««   Hiding Out '1987 Comedy) Jon Cryer 
pjice Academy 5 Assignment Miam Betch ' 
Coaege Basketball Connecticut at Syracuse [Live) 
CBS News 
Mama 
ABC News Wneel-Fortune [Jaopardyl 
Business Rpt MacNae/Lehrer Newshour q 
Partridge Fam 
Mama 
NBC Ne*s 
ABC News 
Captain Planet Jettons 
Roseanna q    |Enl. Tonight 
Star Trek Neil Gener 
FBI: Untold St. [Am. Detective 
Design W 
Current Affair 
:-s:de tdiLon 
EM rasas*. 
Travels   Oues: tor the Maya 
Jeflersons: 
Murphy Brown 
Cheers. 
You Bet-Life 
Bugs A Pals 
»««',-   Some Like It Hot |1959i Jack Lemmon q 
Movia: «e">   Ben/i the Hunted [1987| Ben|i q Preview Show 
Classic MTV 
What You Do 
Grind 
Wad-Craty Kid 
(5 30) VidaoPM [In Stereo) 
Life Goes On (in Stereol q 
Robert Clary   | Trinity Playhas 
American Gladiators 
Cosby Show , Who's Boss1 
Rocklord FHaa (Part 1 of 2) [ 
Supermarket    .Shop Til Drop 
Dangerous Years Eisenhower 
Video LP 
Gary Williams 
Screen Scene 
Bullets Jam 
MTV Jams       Comedy Hour 
Looney Tunes   BukwwHe 
Video Prime (in Stereol 
Waltons   The Stray 
World ol Islam Heedhnes 
Quantum Leap (in Stereo): 
Gimme Break    Gloria 
Rocklord Files (Part 2 ol 2): 
Unaorvad Mysteries 
F«st Platoon (Ri 
Triple Threat   |l'm Back 
[Collage Basketball Oklahoma State at Nebraska (Live) 
Movie: *'J   Final Impact (1991 Drama) Lorenzo Lamas  R 
Evening Shade iln Stereol q    |Mutpny Brown [Love A War q 
Movie. ««";   1-n Gonna Git You Sucka  (1988 Comedy) 
Movie:   Ordeal m me Arctic 119931 Richard Chamberlain q 
Mo' Funny: Stack Comedy in Amenca |R): 
Northern E«posure   III Wnd 
Hunter  True Confessions 
News 
American Eipentnce Renaissance 
Movie: •••   Blue Steel (1990 Drama) Jamie Lee Curtis 
Movia: ««'T  tm Gonna Git You Sucka (1988. C^rnedy 
Adventures 
News: 
Fresh Pnnce 
FBI Untold St 
Blossom g 
Am Detective 
Impressions    |Family WorVs[ 
Movia:   Darkness Betore Dawn  (1993) Meredffi Baxter Q 
Movia:   Ordeal m the Arctic (19931 Richard Chamberlain q 
Movie: »»   Ice Castles (1979 Drama) Lynn-Holy Johnson 
Movie: «««   BiHy Bathgate (1991. Drama) Oustm Hoffman 
News 
Sporttcentar 
12:00 12:30 1:00 
Nowsmgnt      [CrossAre (Rl    |Larry King (R) 
JXQ_ 
National Geographic Esplorer (R 
Collage Basketbei Pacific at Nevada (Live) 
Movie: ««'-;  Waynes World (1992) PG-13 
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)     I Love Connect 
Arsenio Hal |R| (In Stereo) q 
raghtkneq 
Dennis Wholey (0* Air) 
Night Court 
Studs 
News 
News 
BMi [Whoopi 
rkghttalk 
Movie:   Grand Canyon (1991 
Catwalk   Trapped  (In Stereo) 
Highway to Heaven q 
Paid Program |Nows(R) 
Kotak 
Ckoenq       1 Whoopi' 
Tomghl Show (In Stereol q 
Niahtline  . 
Movie:   The Portrait (1993. Comedy-Drama) Gregory Peck 
Movie: »«»   TheKrays (1990 Drama) Gary Kemp  R 
Avonlea  Felicity s Challenge'   |Movie: «»«   Voyage to the Bottom ol the Sea (1961) q 
Prime Time With Dul (In Stereol 
Ot Smart       | Superman 
Crook and Chase (In Stereol 
Young Riders   The Debt 
Prime Time Playhouse 
Murder. She Wrote: 
Barneby Jones 
M.T. Moore     [Dick Van Dyke 
Nashville Now BiHy >an 
Father Dowiing Mysteries 
Most Wanted iln Stereol 
Dragnet A. Hitchcock 
Alan Jackson Austin 
700 Club 
S3cred Songs. Sacred Spaces |Memorial Methodist Church 
WWF: Monday Night Raw        [Cwawtusi Leap [In Stereol q 
Simon A Simon 
Pole to Pole   Bitter End 
LA. Law 
Movie:   Memphis BeHe (1944) 
Santord Comicvie* 
Sherlock Holmes Mysteries (R| Lovefoy  No Stnngs 
Movie: ««   The Fatal Image (1990. Drama) Nkhele Lee 
Jimmy Doolittle: Am. Hero       [ChenauH and tie Flying Tigers 
Video Soul 
Basketball East Carolina at American (Live) Bowlmg  A}),.    -,i-  jha -'ijr iR. 
Sinatra HI Concert 
Comedy Hour 
Lucy Show 
Grind 
F-Troop Get Smart 
Club Dance (R) [in Stereo) Millar A Company (In Stereol 
Scarecrow and Mrs. King 
Sing Out 
MacGyver  The Stringer q 
Streets ol San Francisco 
Evening at the Improv (R) 
Thirty something 
Memphis Belie (1944) 
Generations 
BataM jam 
1 ■?ltd 
SportsBeat 
RushL 
Movie ««'i  Delta Force 2 (1990, Adventure) 
Gunemoke  The Lost 
David Lettermen 
Currant Akin 
bob Coatas 
Hard Copy q   [Home Shopping Spree 
Movie  •• ■' Eight   i f 933) John Barrymore 
Movie: ««';   Eye ol the Storm  (t992) R q 
Movie: " « W   Stanley and Livingstone (1939) 
'/7k» «rf List 
Preview Show 
Alternative Nation (In Stereol 
DobieGMis 
Bonama: The Lost Episodes 
Recovery Lma (R) 
Hrtchhikar       |Ray Bradbury 
Kojak 
Pole to Pole   Bitter End"(H) 
Unsolved Mysteries 
sjKWny DooMVC: Atn. H#fO 
Mwntjhl Lowt 
Patty Duke     [Donna Read 
NathvaTo Now Buy Dean (R) 
Riflemen 
Mormon Cho«T 
HoNywd IntKlc 
FamtyFaud 
Plld  PfOyaOT 
Song^ 
OogHouaa(R) 
Joe Franklin 
thartock Hoanas Mysteries (R) 
Mystanet       |Paid Program 
Chenaufl and the Frying Tigars 
Cormcview (R)  Screen Scene 
Batketbal East Carolina at American (R) 
TUESDAY EVENING 
6:00 
CNN 
WTBS 
ESPN 
HBO 
WTVR 
WRLH 
WRIC 
WCVE 
6.30 
World Today 
3's Company 
'NBA Today 
Andy Gnthth 
Up Close 
7:00 
Moneyl;n«j 
B Hillbillies 
Sportscenter 
7:30 
CrossAre 
8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 
Pnmenews: [Larry King Liveq 
10:00 10:30 
World News 
Santord A Son Movie    Ho 'ywood r\ *es    1986 D'a-nai Bai' ' ot 2 CattOlCI BafQatl SasHtl - faasTI 
11:00 
Sports Tonight  Money line  ■' 
11:30 12:00 
Newsnight 
12:30 
CrossAre (R) 
Movie ••   Shaking the Tree 
10 WGN 
H WJPR 
12 WWRT 
13 WSET 
14 TNT 
16 SHOW 
17 DISN 
11 MTV 
19 NICK 
News 
Full House  . 
News 
1 
.Japanese 
Saved by Bell 
Full House  . 
Trtawa 
CBS News 
News 
Bugs A Pals 
Mama 
ABC News 
991) A/ye Gross  PG-13 
College Basketbei Ohio State at Iowa (Live) 
Roseanna q    [Ent Tonight 
[Coaege Basketball Tennessee at Arkansas (Live) 
Something About Amelia (1984) Ted Danson 
Movie:**   Free/ack  (1992) Emilio Esteve? [In Stereo) R q    |Comedy Hour. Richard Jeni 
Rescue 911 (In Ste-ec :; 
Star Trek: Next Gener [Class ol '96 (In Stereo) q 
Wheel-Fortune [Jaopardyl q Full House q   [Mr Cooper 
Business Rpt    Mac Neil Lehrer Newshour: 
Partridge Fam  Design. W. 
Mama .Current Affair 
NBC News 
ABC News 
Captain Planet 
Inside Edition 
Ent Tonight 
Jetsons 
Nova [in Stereol q 
Jeflersons: 
Murphy Brown 
Cheers I 
You Bet-Life 
Bugs t Pals 
lis 10) Movie ••• .    The Hustler (19611 Paul Newman 
.For Our Children The Concert :, 
Classic MTV 
20 TNN 
22 FAM 
23 VISN 
24 USA 
25 WWOR 
26 AAE 
V LIFE 
21 TDC 
29 BET 
30 HTS 
Gnnd 
What You Do   I Wad-Paly Kid 
(5 30i VideoPM (in Stereo) 
Lile Goes On  Halloween   q 
Center StretT IChnstopnaT 
American Gladiators 
Cosby Show q | Who's Boss? 
Rocklord Filet q 
Supermarket 
Mother Nature 
Video LP 
Chnt Knoche 
Shop Til Drop 
Wildlife Chron 
Screen Scene 
NBA Action 
MTV Jams      | Comedy Hour 
Looney Tunes Bullwinkle 
Video Prime (In Stereo) 
Waltons   The Recluse 
Life Choices   [Spirit 
Quantum Leap (In Stereo) I 
Gimme Break   Fish 
In Search Of 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Galapagos 
Tnple Threat 
Outdoor Trails 
Seies 
Quean (In Stereo) (Part 2 ol 3) q 
Kay Watt Pieces ol a Man 
Roseanna q   | Jackie T. 
Frondinaq Americas Iln Stereol [ 
Movie:**  Breakthrough [1978,r>anta)rlicfiardBurton. 
Class of tl (In Stereo) q       [Kay Wast "Pieces ol 1 Man" 
Academy ol Country Music's Greatest Hits (In Stereo) q 
Full House q   |Mr. Cooper     |Roeeanneq   |JackieT 
Hunker  Down and Under 
CtvH Wars (In Stereo) q 
|Sporlscenlar 
Movia:   Blind Side (1993) Rutger Hauer q 
[Forever Knight 
Arsomo Hal |ln Stereoi:; 
Adventures 
Mattock  The Vendetta q 
Night Court 
Dennis Wholey (Ot A»| 
I Studs 
(In Stereol q 
Civil Wars (In Stereo) q News 
twohtkne 
Studs 
Ski World 
FEBRUARY 16, 1993 
1:00 1:30 
tarry KJng(R) 
Movia: "The Last Song (1980) 
Real Sai S (R): 
Powder Mag. 
Love Connect 
Whoopi 
*!!«,_ 
Intent to KiH 
Street Jutbce Cost ol Peace 
Highway lo Heaven 
■-!- 
Who s Boss?    News H 
Koyak 
Cheertq        | Whoopi 
Tomghl Show (In Stereo) q 
NBA Basketball Boston Celtics at Phoen.x Suns (Live) 
ragMaheq     [Rush L 
Movie: «'?   Meatballs 4 (1992. Comedy) R     [Pair of Jokers 
For Our Children: The Concert (R) q 
Pnme Time With Out (In Stereo) 
Oat Smart       | Supermen 
Crook and Chase (In Stereo) 
Young Riders : 
Campbells      [m Good Faith 
Murder. She Wrote 
MT Moore     [Dick Van Dyke Dragnet A. Hitchcock 
|Movia: »«   Lucky Luciano (1974 Drama) Edmond 0 Bnen 
Movie: «««  Night watch H973 Suspense) 
Gunsmoke   Phoenu Current Atair 
David Lettermen Bob Coatas 
Hard Copy q   | Home Shopping Spree 
Movie: »*«   AlCapone 11959) Rod Stoigor 
Movia:   Shadowhunter (1992) Scon Glenn   R |Movie: «'■;  DoHman (1991) Tim Thomarton    [30-Mks. Movie | Pop* Dm 
Movia:   Tracks ol Gkxy (1992, Drama) Phil Moms 
Most Wanted iln Stereol 
Nashviha Now Preston Reed [In Stereo) ;On Stage 
Father Dowiing Mysteries 700 Club 
Man Alive        Heart Matter     Worship First Baptist Church 
Bonng. Aien Garcia vs Mike WiHiams (Live) 
Movia: "Peyry Mason The Case ol the Scandalous Scoundrel 
BKhyaphylR) 
L.A. Law 
Terra X (R) 
Santord 
Collector's Showcase 
AC Clarke 
Cormcview 
Grand Pni de Ballet iPlaywnghts Tn«ie< 
Movta: ft  An Early Frost (1985. Drama) Aidan Qumn 
Invenbon        [Machines       [Nature of Things   Baboons 
VMM Soul |R) 
Cottage Basketball Texas Christian at Southern Methodist Bukett Jam 
ComedyHour   Gmd 
Lucy Show F-Troop 
Club Dance "ill' '>'«.i 
Scarecrow and Mrs King 
Gospel MUSK   Lightmusic 
MacGy.' :i  
Streets ol San Francisco 
Evening at the Improv iRi 
Thaty something 
Terra X .R, 
TBA 
AC Clarke 
Seies 
SportaBeai 
Movie: ««»'; Meet Mem St Lows (1944) Judy Garland q 
Alternative Nation (In Stereo)     Dreambmo iln Stereo 1 
Oetemert      lOobtaOais     |PattyOuka     |Donna Read 
Maier A Company (In Stereo)   |Nashv»e Now Preston Read 
Bonania: The Lost Episodes 
Inside Stones   Bless Father 
Hitchhiker 
[Hkaamaw Paid Progiam 
Hay Bradbury 
Koesk 
Biography |R) 
Unsolved Mystanet 
Invention (R,     Machmas 
Mkflnwjht Love 
Joy ol Muaac    ikjghaiay 
BoiWg: Garcia vs Wekams 
FemayFaud    [Joe Frankkn 
Grand Pni oe Baaat 
Mystanaa       [Paid Program 
Nature ol Things  Baboons 
Corwcviow IR) [tcraan Scene 
College Basketbei 'fas Cnnstiar a' Southern Methodist 'R) 
WEDNESDAY EVENING 
CNN 
WTBS 
World Today 
4    LSPN 
5 HBO 
6 WTVR 
7 WRLH 
I WRIC 
6:00 6:30 7:00 
Moneyline 
3's Company 
MM PGA 
(4 30) Movie: 
News  
Vuii House c 
9    WCVE 
News 
Japanese 
10   WGN      Saved by Bell 
11 WJPR 
12 WWRT 
13 WSET 
14 TNT 
Full House:. 
;News   
I News 
Bi,gs A Pals 
16 SHOW 
17 DISN 
II   MTV 
Movie: •»   Dot and the Koala H983) NR 
ClatsK MTV     Gnnd 
II   NICK What You Do 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
15 30) VideoPM [In Stereol 
23 VISN 
24 USA 
25 WWOR 
26 AAE 
27 LIFE 
21 TDC 
29   BET 
AadyOrhm 
Sportscenter 
,      7:30 
ICrossAre 
B Hillbillies      Santord A Son 
6:00 
Pnmenews q 
8:30 9:00 9:30 
[ProeiooriW Address q 
10:00 
Wortd News 
10:30 
Collage Basketball Maryland at Wake Forest (Live) 
Movie:  Hollywood Wives [1985 Dramal (Pan 2 ol 2) Candice Bergen Sieve Forrest 
Movie ««   The Experts (1989) John Travolta 
CBS News 
Mama 
ABC News 
Business Rpt 
Partridge Fam. 
Mama 
NBC News 
ABC News 
Captain Planet Jetsons 
Roseanna q    [Ent Tonight 
Star Trek: Neil Gener 
Wheel-Fortune [Jaopardyl: 
ICoeege Basketbei Seton Hal at St John s (Live) 
Movie: *«'i   The Rookie (1990 Drama) Cknt Eastwood R q 
In the Heat ofthe Night q 
Beverly Hale, 90210 [In Stereo) 
Wonder Years [Dooye H 
MKWea/Lerirer Newshour:,    j National Geographic 
Peaky. W. 
Current Atair 
Jetersonsq 
Inside Edition 
Ent Tonight 
Movia: ««*   The Nasty Gin (1990) PG-13 
WAd-Crtiy KHJ Looney Tunes 
Lite Goes On   Chicken Po> 
30 Good Mm    Optiontltsues 
American Gladiators 
Cosby Show q[who's Boss? 
Rocklord Files 
Supermarket 
Mother Nature 
v,oeo LP 
Swenson 
MTV Jams 
MatroM Place Bye Bye Billy 
Presidential Address: 
Sports leustrtted Swwnswt 
41 Houn 
Hunter  Crossfire 
Biky Ray Cyrus: Dreams 
Great Performances   Black and Blue  iln Stereo) 
Murphy Brown 
Buaaeya        [NBA Batketbal Utah Jizi at Chicago Buls From Chicago Stadium (Live) 
Cheers:; 
You Bet-Lite 
Bugs A Pals 
Super Dave q 
Sand Fairy 
Comedy Hour 
Bullwinkle 
Video Pnme Iln Stereol 
Waltons  The Warrior 
Jesuit Journal   Pnam 
Quantum Leap Iln Stereo) q 
Gimme Break  | Tempt Basing 
In Search Of 
Beverly Halt, 10310 (in Stereo) Motroee Place Bye Bye Bitty 
Unsolved Mytlenes (In Stereol 
Wonder Years [Ooogie H 
Prendermal Address  . 
Prendenhal Address: 
Vaaay Country 
Law A Order (m Stereo) q 
Bdry Ray Cyrus. Dreamt 
FEBRUARY 17, 1993 
11:00 11:30 1200 12:30 1:00 
Sportt Tonight Monerkne (R) [Nawsnight      [CrosaAre (R)     Larry King (AT 
1:30 
...   Adam [1963 Drama) Darnel J Travanti How the West Was Won 
Sportscenter |Coiege Tennis: Nat indoor      Praam League [Timber tanot 
Atavia »«   Shining Through (I992| Michael Douglas  Rq     jMovta   Twenty-One [1991 
Arsenio Hal (in Stereoi q 
Dangerous Curves        --.   jLove Connect   Lrrostytas a* rath A Fa 
News 1 
Adventures      [Dennis Wholey lOt AH) 
5-uds [Whoop. iHkahway la Heaven q 
151 
Skudt 
iRtntaaaa Baty 
|Cheen ■, Whoopi 
Tonight Show (In Stereo) 
...    The Git Horse 41952) 
Gunemoke  Waste 
De«d l ettarmen 
[isyitJine q     |Bueh L |Hard Copy: 
Movie: «»»   Oceans Eleven [I960 Comedy) Frank Sinatra Dean Martm |Movie: »»»   The Silencers  H966 Comedy) Dean Martm Stela Stevens 
Gallagher-We NaM a rtaro(R)[Movte: «»«   The UnUuchabies (1987) Kevin Costner  R 
Movie:   Lost m the Barrens (1990 Advanturei [Mr. Uncoai 
Pnme Tune Wnh Out (In Stereoi 
Gel Smart       [supermen       [MT Moore     [Pick Van Dyke Pragnat \k Hssehtock 
01' Blue Eyes It Back |R| 
Most Wanted 1 m Stereoi 
Crook and Chase (in Stereo)    [Naarrvtlte Now Nitty Gritty Dirt Band Iln Stereo) [On Stage 
Young Riders: 
inside Stones   Bless Father 
FwHjTf Dowwftsj Mytttnttt 
Murder, She Wrote: 
Mormon Chow [Songs 
Shop TM Drop IJheorved Myttenot 
Our Century (R) 
LA Law   Love HI Bloom 
Wiidlite Chron  Galapagot 
Screen Scene 
TBA 
Triple Three!   j Desmonds 
DiKovenet Underwater 
Santord Cormcview 
700 Ck* 
iPiestonwood  IttafeOear 
'- **  CunotnyKits H990I C Thomas Howei q 
Sanon A Smson 
Am Justice    [Beset Pole to Polo   Bitter End  (R, 
Movia: «»   Lucy t De* Before me .aught* 11991 Drama 
Wings Vertical |R) Beyond 2000 
Video Soul iR 
Golt [Coaege Batketbal Georgia Tech at Richmond ILivei ABC Tea" Challenge M, 
: •'•?  in the CokJ ol the fwght (1990'Jet Lester R 
Mtytaa: «««Vi  A Wortd Apart 11988) Barbara Hershey  PG 
ComedyHour   Grmd 
Lucy Show F-Troop 
Alternative Nation Iln Stereoi 
Scarecrow and Mrs King 
Homeland       [Joy of Hue* 
MacGyver    ,■?
Streets of San Francisco 
Evening at ate Irnprov 1R1 
Thirtysomethsng  PostCn 
Dwcovenet Undertvater , 
Qanerabont iQetmontle 
Soccer M      INBA Acton 
Get Smart [rjobwOWkt 
A Company Hn Stereo) 
Benarua The Loat Epwodet 
Hstchhtier        Bay Bfadaury 
m Good Fa* 
Kayak 
Our Cawtury iR, 
WHUJI  Vertical iR) 
Currant Ala> 
Movie **   TheAmbushni 
30 Mm Movie , Mr Frost   R 
25th Montreui MuaK Feetrvel 
■?Marai 
Path; Puke     [donna Bead 
I (In Stereo) 
teaatttor  Mamas Boy 
FemayFaud JM Frankkn 
ffl 
Beyond 2000 
Corwcviaw 1R1 [Icraan Scene M«3r»ghl Lort 
oneoe Bet.*tb»ii >',< •».■,■■■'■?
I'ajje 5 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Smire MasUr of Farmvilk 
We clean carpet, furniture, 
auto interiors, student/ 
faculty rooms or houses. 
Call 342-6661! 
Spring Break: 
CANCUN, NASSAU 
bom $2M 
Organi/e a small group for FREE 
trip 
CALL 1 (800) GET-SUN-1 
STUDENTS or ORGANIZA- 
TIONS. Promote our Florida Spring 
Break packages. Earn MONEY and 
FREE trips. Organi/e SMALL or 
LARGE groups. Call Cunpui Mar- 
keting. S(X)-42V5264  
$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND RE- 
SUME EXPERIENCE!] lndividu 
aKandStueik,nt()rgaiii/.ituMisv\anlal 
to promote SPRING BREAK.call the 
nation's leader. Inter-Campus Pro- 
grams I-80O-327-4SO13 
SPRINGIIREAKERS. 
Promote our Florida Spring Break 
packages. Earn MONEY and FREE 
trips. Organize SMALL or LARGE 
groups.   Campus Marketing.   8(K) 
423-5264 
RESIDENT CAMP STAFF Assis 
tant director, business manager, RN, 
E.M.T.,Para-medic. kitchen stall, unit 
counselors and leaders, program spe- 
cialist, pool director and lifeguards 
needed; June 12-August IS. Two 
seasonal resident camps located near 
Harnsonburgand Lccsburg, Va. Con- 
tact: Ruth Ensor.GSCNC, 2233 Wis- 
consin Avc. N.W., Washington, IX' 
20007-4187. 202-337-4300 or 800- 
523-7898. EOE 
SUMMER JOBS-Twm Lakes Stale 
Parkis now accepting applications for 
seasonal employment for mainte- 
nance, lifeguards, food operations, 
supervisory positions of food produc- 
tion, contact rangers, chief lifeguards 
and grounds worker. Submit stale 
form #10-012 to apply. Contact the 
VEC in Farm villc or Twin lakes Slate 
Park at 392-3435 for further iiiloriii.i 
turn   EEO/AA 
ADOPTION: Give your baby a life 
filled with love, lailglUOr, and lulla 
bies. Happily married, financially 
secure couple hoping to adopt. Call 
Jeannie and Ken colled 804-282- 
1652. (Lawful expenses paid.) Sunny 
nursery, loving grandparents will wel- 
come baby home. 
FOR SALE 
IBM compatible, Ml IK RAM.CGA 
monitor, 2-5 1/4 drives, 30mb HD. 
Software included. $475.696-1926or 
leave message at 395-2120. 
20 gal. '1 mih old Aquarium-per 
feet condition/have upgraded, comes 
with outside filter, healer, & hood. 
Will help setup.   $70.  696-1926 or 
leavc message at 395-2120. 
FOR SALE 
Macintosh SE.20mb HD, 2.5mb 
RAM, good condition, new mouse, 
non-glare screen cover, with various 
programs/clip art/fonLs. Price nego- 
tiable. Call Judy at 392-1633. 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
ALASKA SUMMER 
EMPLOYMENT 
I'ISIII'.KIIUS SlucVnl.s Nre.lr.i! I ,M, 
$600* per weekiniannrnrMir$4,IMM>» 
per mmitli mi li.shing boats I-u-r 
Transportation! KIHUII Mad BotWll OVM 
8,000 openings No experience 
necettary. Male or Icnialr Pol 
employment program call: 
1 -206-545-41II bt AS.1.W 
Student I■?mploymtnl \rrvictt 
At hiavrmenl through Advtntiue 
Si i Inn ■II>I»I t* Mrt m Aii 
SKI 
ft 
ItfTKtXCOHMOIATt 
sMmmics 
MT. surroN, 
CANADA (Jmt iimlM ¥mrmimt a n »m 
ONLY 
$209 
Party awithm Snort I 
5 Day Uft Ticket 
5 Nights Lodging 
Iktountminide Condoj 
5 Days lnfrcoH%atof 
ActMttt 
Sponmort Include Label! • 
Evumn.mnd Holton 
t-taal Atr fin 
.i /* 
CAU %ni nun unutH/nb 
I 800 999 SKI 9 
Page << 
PERSONALS 
Alpha Sigma Tau loves our new 
Shelley, Tracy, Nancy, 
Diannc, Shannon, Chrissy, and 
Heather. Wc love you guys-keep up 
11r lii^.' 
watching.   - The sisler ol 
AIT  
"■?????i| ik is onl) lour 
away' Countdown is on. -K 
International Studiei House presents 
ffee House program reaturing 
Di Gyapong speaking on Ghana, Al 
rica    2/16/93 at 8pm in 4ih Flow 
South Cunningham    refreshments 
(I! 
Icn C   (iiKwi I in v with your il 
man!    love, K 
I would like 10 pubhcallv accept llie 
ipology  of a  certain  girl  who  is 
extrodmarily pretty, but only when 
faithful to mi 
I, myself, am lorry lor not doing this 
any sooner. - lOSromeo 
All Ai.T pledges   You guyi are I.in 
We love you all   Don't worry, 
itwillallbeoversoon   Zeta raulove 
and mine, Karen 
old yearbooks are being sold fa S3 
apiece Various years from 1933- 
1990. Comact The Virginian al Box 
2906. 
R.M.   Road trip anyone? I think I see 
a hooker! You stupid bunnies. - K.N. 
Warmest Birthda) Wishes to Phyllis 
Mabte!   TheStafl 
Ross I thinl of you night and da) 
Not1 Just kidding ('rood luck with the 
midget meetings. You will do fine! - 
love, Karen 
Jim & Cindy - It just hasn't ken llie 
same since we met you. Staycool-and 
lc>c>k, the crOCUSei are  hlooming1 
VPHBA CJM 
R.M - IX) you want to go to Illinois 
and MSU? Mom thinks I'm going 10 
youi house loi Spnnr Hi aV lun 
tun  Inn      KN 
LOST - Keys; thr<-e joined keyrings 
with about 13 20 keys A mall black 
Untie opener. If found please leave .11 
Information Desk or leave message st 
2120. 
GREEKS & CLUBS 
RAISE A COOL 
•1000 
INJUSTONEWEEKI 
PLUS $1000 FOR THE 
MEMBER WHO CALLS! 
No obligation. No cost. 
You also gel t FREE 
HEADPHONE RADIO 
jual fur calling 
1-JW0-9J2-O528, Ext 65 
WASTED 
YOUTH. 
J* 
TELEVISION The Rotunda February 10. 1W1 
MONDAY    FRIDAY DAYTIME 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
Morning Ntwi Living m 10t    Daywetch        [CNN t Co 
'00 Club 
•    WCVE 
n   NQN 
11 WJPR 
12 WWRT 
13 WSE' 
14 TNT 
16 SHOW 
17 (MSN 
II MTV 
19 NICK 
20 TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25   WWOfl 
2t   ME 
27   LIFE 
21   TDC 
29   BET 
30   HTS 
10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 
Lovt Boat 
Sporttcentor   [Sportacanter  [FefreaaProT 
12:00 12:30 
NewsHour 
Perry Mason 
Movie Con";   |Movie 
Tamil, ftua Challenge 
tern Mean 
Getting Fit       ki Motion        iBodytjhaping 
1:00 1:30 
SonyiUvt 
2:00 2:30 
Mo... 
Varied Programt 
Varied Programs 
|Var. Programs 
3:00 3:30 
International Hour 
Tom t Jerry    |Fteitltenet 
Movie 
Price U Right 
Andy GrrttWh     Ruth L 
Montei Wiltiam! 
in tha Haat ol the Night 
Young and tha Rotttett Bold. Beautiful 
New! 
Inalructional Proof tmmmtj Cont d inttrucbonel Programming 
[Loving 
Mattock 
All My Children 
VaWd ProyisM 
4:00 
EtWlyPfVnt 
Jettons 
FmalFour 
4:30 
Inside Pokbct 
Brady Bunch 
Dream League 
5:00 
civtyPnfiw 
loved by Bel   Happy Daya 
5:30 
Showbu 
Motonyclt Ratoflo, 
At ma World Tumi Guiding Light 
j#flfly JoftOf 
On* Life to Live 
Perry Mason 
Gunimode 
Salty Jelly Raphael 
Jarry Springer 
CH.P! 
Movie ' ;■■• : 
Moute Trackj 
Joan Rivert Qaraldo 
J#ftfty Jones 
Jam Springer 
Home 
Charke't Angela 
Varied Programs MOV* 
Care Bean 
Slopleii Hits (/■■ : 
Little Koala       Penner t Piece 
Gummi Bean   I Lunch Bo> 
MTV Jami Classic MTV     MTV Rocks 
Eurttka s Cattle 
VidaoMormog Co" c 
'00 Club 
Worship 
MacQyver 
|Var. Programt 
HarMHn jlt't a Living 
Movie Cont d 
Flathback       [Paid Program 
Cope 
Divorce Court [The Judge 
Richard Be. 
Fugitive 
Mnii 
Varied Programt Cholesterol 
Triple Threat     Generations 
Sportswire 
Our Voices 
Sportswire 
Graham Kerr 
700 Club 
Newt 
Peopte'i Court Loving 
Farth Deoieli 
K. Copaiand    [Infatuation 
Dayt ol Our Lwai 
All My Children 
Vo.x- 
Walt Disney Presents 
| Varied Programt 
AndyOmath 
Buttwinkle 
Mar. Melodiot |Derkweig 
Qanafal Hotpttel 
kittructonal Programming        Sesame Street 
Chap 'n' Dale 
Another World 
One Life to Live 
Var Programt [Movie 
Oeeign. W. 
Casper 
Design  * 
MauryPovtch 
Goof Troop     | Tom and Jarry 
GeriWo 
Three Stooges 
Mer Melodies 
Golden Gull 
General Hospital 
Vanad Programt 
COPS 
Tom and Jerry  Tiny Toon 
Lamb Chop 
Fkntttonet 
Oprah Winfrey 
Star Trek Neit Gener 
Vanad Programt 
Tiny Toon 
Cotby Show 
Barney 
Gan 
Movie 
Hart Copy 
Batman 
Naght Court 
So.. 1TV 
tavadbySal 
Goof Troop 
Donahue 
CHiPl 
Mov* 
Elephant Show 
Cntry Kitchen 
Paid Program 
| My Little Pony 
Var. Programt 
Cookm'US.A 
Paid Program 
Nooilet Littl Bits 
Crook and Chate 
Bonanza The Lost Episode! 
Muppata 
Be a Star 
Zorro 
Denmt 
Top Card 
My 3 Sons 
FraggteRock   | Wonderland 
MTVBIoclit 
f»H!L Looney Tunee 
CookkV US A. On Stage 
LrtOat IM*wo Bros. 
Rattle and Rod Ouack Attack 
Totally DrUerenl Pauly 
Underdog       | Yogi I 
Club Dance 
Varied Programs 
Pooeye |mtp. Qadgat 
'he Judge        Superior Court 
Variad Piugremt 
Moonkghting 
Eaty Doet It   [Homework! 
Heart i Soul RIB 
Hollywood Sq. |Sale-Cenlufy 
Farmry 
Rocklord File! 
Supermarket    Bom Lucky 
Kitchen Ei Vat Programt 
Pratt Yr. Luck Scrabble 
Hart to Hart 
Mo.* 
S2SK Pyramid [Pyramid 
Magnum, P.I. 
China Beach 
Choletterol      Graham Kerr 
Video Soul 
TlUrtywwnalning 
Eaty Poet It    Homework! 
JuttTanof UilMyTwoDada 
Love Boat 
Fugitrve 
Kidtkicorp.     |Mlckey Mouaa 
Moil Wanted 
Arcade 
BeaStar 
Rm T«i Tin 
Sunthme Fee 
Hey Dude 
Zorro 
Var. Programt 
Cartoon Eipreu 
Leave-Beaver | Partridge Earn. 
Varied Programt 
wOVhB 
Video Viorataon! 
Variad Programt 
From Laurel     Varied Program! ra CrvnMnf 
[Beyond 2000 
*»<*! 
Dave Odom     [sonny Smith    [Ron Bradley 
THURSDAY EVENING 
2    CNN 
3 WTBS 
4 ESPN 
5   HBO 
i   WTVR 
7    WRLH 
6:00 6:30 
World Today 
3!Company 
Inside Sr PGA 
Andy Griffith 
Up Close 
8 30i Movie    Prisoner-Honor 
CM N-ws 
M House g Mama 
I WRIC News 
9 WCVE 'japanete 
10 WGN | Saved by Bell 
II WJPfl Full House" 
12   WWRT 
13    WSET 
14   TNT 
«    SHOW 
17    DHSN 
11   MTV 
19   NICK 
20 TNN 
22 FAM 
23 VISN 
24 USA 
25 WWOR 
26 A1E 
27    LIFE 
21    TDC 
29   BET 
30   HTS 
News 
News 
MX Ntwi 
Busmen Rpt 
Partndge Fam 
Mama 
7:00 
Moneylme 
7:30 8:00 8:30 
CrotitVa        |Primenewt:; 
9:00 9:30 
Larry King Live  . 
10:00 10:30 
World Newt 
B Hillbillies      Sanlord t. Son Movie: ««';   Stalako |1968. Western! Sean Connery, Bngrtte Bardot 
11:00 
NBA Basketball 
Sport! Tomght Monaylna (R 
FEBRUARY 11, 1993 
11:30 12:00 
Newenight 
12:30 
Croaa«ra|R) 
Sportacanter   |College Bttketball North Carolina State al Virginia |Uve) ICoaage BatketbaH Louisville at Tulane (Live) 
I: Atlanta Hawks at Sacramento Kings From ARCO Arena (Live) 
Movie: «'■;  CaMyshtckll (1986 Comedy) Jackie Mason  PG 
Rotetnne l,    |Ent. Tonight 
Star Trek; Next Gener 
Wheel-Fortune [Jeopardy1 
Top Copt (In Stereol 
Simptont -    I Martin: 
Mattock  The Juror g 
MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Battle Brains    Batfle-Brams 
Detigr. W. 
NBC News 
Bugt a Palt     Captain Planet 
|4 25) Movie: 
ABC New! 
Cur.ent Affair 
inside Edition 
Ent. Tonight 
Jattont 
Jeffenon! , 
Murphy Brown 
Cheon:; 
You Bet-Life 
Bugt * Palt 
Movie: ««   OVExplorers |1990l Jose Ferrer 
Movie ••'-:  •77»jrrirx7;nmr»lV«it'S  (1985) 
Classic MTV 
What You Do 
Gnnd 
Wrld-Craiy Kid 
[5 30) VidaoPM (in Stereo) 
Lite Goet On   The Visitor  n 
Pertpechvei    |Pomt of View 
American Gladiators 
Cotby Show :;|Who't Boat? 
Rockford Files  . 
Supermarket 
Mother Nature 
Video LP 
LaftyOnetai 
Shop Til Drop 
WMIife Chron 
Screen Scene 
Bassn ng_ 
MTV Jam! 
Looney Tunet 
Preview Show 
Comedy Hour 
Bullwinkle 
Video Pnme (In Stereo) 
Waltont  The Achievement 
Movie: «'?  fmallmpaa (1991 Drama) R      |Comedy Jam 
Knob) Landing  Farewell My Lovely  (In Stereo) g 
In Living Color [m Living Color [Hunter 
Jack'! Piece (In Stereo) g 
Myttery!  Prime Suspect 2 g 
Livag 
Awnio Han (in Stereo) g 
Secretehee of State 
Movia: ««';  Magnum Force [1973 Drama) Cant Eastwood. Hal Hofcrook 
Simptont g   |Marting In Livmg Color 'In Living Cotor Time Trai   Fire and Ice 
Cheert(R)g   |Wingt: 
Mattock   The Juror 
Cheer!:, Seinleld .. 
Jack't Place (in Stereo) t 
LA. Law   Parent Trap g 
PrwiaBiTia Uvag 
[Sporttcentar   |Sled Dog Marathon 
Movie: ««   Ultimtte Desires  |1991) Tracy Scoggms  R g 
|S* Stafcinga (In Stereol 
Studs 
Adventures 
Night Court 
Studt 
Denni! WhoW-y (Oft AK) 
Love Connect. 
Whoop. 
Nighttalk 
1:00 1:30 
Larry King  R| 
Massacre al Central High 
Superbouts: Leonard Hagier 
•';  The Haunting , ' MM J 
Married.. With [Ebony/Jet 
Highway to Heaven: 
Who'tSoaa?  |Newt(R) 
rtyoander. The Sanaa 
Chaam g       iWhoopt 
ToiiigM Show (In Stereo 
Movia: «««   Young Tom Edison (1940) |Movia: *««';  Edison, tfie Mm (1940, Bography) Spencer Tracy 
Nighttme  . 
Movie: ««';   Ere ol Destruction (1990) Gregory Hines   R 
Movie: »» The Incredible Shrinking Woman 
»'/?   Eye ol the Storm (1992) R 
RuthL 
Movia:   Ten Them W*e Boy Is Here (1969) 
Guntmoke   Jaekel Currant Alt* 
David Letterman Bob Coatat 
Hard Copy g   [Home Shopping Spree 
Movie: « « «   The Wings ol Eagles [ 1957) John Wayne 
:   The mcrmSUe Shrinking Um [19571 
Pnme Time With Dull (In Stereo) 
Get Smart       | Superman 
Crook and Chate (In Stereol 
MT Moore     [Dick Van Dyke Dragnet 
House ol Style Most Wanted 
"oung Riders 
Nashville Now Hal Ketchum (In Stereo) 
A Hitchcock 
Lifestyle Mag. [Church Today   Sullivans 
Quantum Leap iln SHHO 
Gimme Break   |Fnh 
In Sear;h Of... 
Umoivad Myttanet 
Wonder of Wettern Australia 
Tuple Threat 
Shing 
Comedy Club 
Murder. She Wrote : 
Renegade  Two Renos 
RealWett  Wild .Wild Women 
LA. Law 
Safari 
Sanford Comicview 
Kenny and Dolly: Real Love 
Joy ol Music   | Highway 
700 Club 
On Stage 
Worship: Fint Baptut Church 
*h   McBam  |1991 Adventurei Christopher Walken   R | Pump Up ' 
Movia: «««   The Last ol the Mohicans (1936) |Movte: ««*«  Zorba the Greek (1964. Drama) 
Comedy Hour 
Lucy Show 
Gnnd 
F-Troop 
Club Dance (R) (In Stereo) 
Scarecrow end Mrt. King 
Jetty Diion 
Highlander The Sanat 
The Omen (1976 Horror) Gregory Peck. Lee Remick iln Stereo) 
Wildlife Mysteries (R) | Brute Force: Weapons 
Movie: ««   Daughters ot Privilege (' 9911 Dick Van Dyke 
World of Valor |Thoaa-Dani    |Adventuren    [Heart-Courage 
Video Soul (R| 
College I Batketball South Flonoa at Virginia Commonwealth      lAround the Rim 
Lightmuiic 
Alternative Nation (In Stereol 
Get Smart        Dobw G*t 
Miller 1 Company (In Stereo) 
Bonama: Tha Lot Epiaodaa 
VISN Showcase 
Street! of San Francitco 
MacQyver  Off the WaH g      |Hltchh»ker 
Evaning at tha knprov |R) 
TIWrtytoiTtathing 
Satan 
Generabont    |ComadyClub 
Kojak 
RealWett Wild Wild Women 
Untotved Myatattea 
World of Vator Thote-Dare 
Coil i-gi- Batketball Oregon State at California (Live) 
Midnight Love 
Dreambma (In Stereo) 
Patty Duke     [Donna Read 
Nathvitla Now Hal Ketchum 
Rifleman 
Man Akve 
fay Bradbury 
Family Feud      Joe 
Paid Program 
Heart-Metier 
Final Notice 
WikJkfe Myttanet (Rl 
Myttenei 
Adventurert 
Cormcviaw (R) 
Paid Program 
Heart-Courage 
Screen Scene 
[Cortege Batketball 
FRIDAY EVENING 
2    CNN World Today 
3    WTBS 3't Company   |Andy Gnftith 
4    ESPN Senior PGA QoN 
5 HBO 
6 WTVR 
1     WRLH 
6:00 6:30 
■: 10) HHM 
New! CBS Newt 
MHMM Mama 
Newt I    WRIC 
9 WCVE 
10 WGti     'Saved by Bell 
Japanese 
WJPR 
WWRT 
full House 
News 
7:00 
Moneykne 
Hillb Hies 
Sport teenier 
7:30 
doss^re 
8:00 8:30 
Pnn>*f>*w$; 
9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 
Larry King Live g World Newt 
11:00 11:30 
Sanlord I Son Movie: *«';   Catlo* (1971. Western) Yul Brynnei 
Sports Tonight Moneykne i R    Newsmght 
12:00 
NHL Hockey Vancouver Canucks at Buffalo Sabres From Memorial Auditorium (Live) 
i ««V;  Honky Tor*  (1941 Western) Clark Gatne. Lana Turner 
* *   Kingdom ol the Spiders 
Roteanne g     Ent Tonight 
ABC News 
Businest Rpt. 
Partridge Fam. Design W 
13   WSET     Newt 
Movw**   Masters ol Menace (1990) Catherine Bach   PG-13 
14 TNT Bugs i Pals 
16 SHOW 
17 DISN 
II MTV 
Mama 
|5kang US Mens Pro Tour    |Sportacanter 
Movie: »'■»  Club Fed (1990) Judy Landers      [Movie: ««':   Wayne s World (1992) 'PQ-13 
Golden Palace Major Dad , 
Star Trek: Next Gener America's Most Wanted :, 
Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy' 
MacNeil/Lehrei Newshour 
Jeltersons 
NBC New! 
ABC New! 
Current Affair 
Iniide Edition 
Ent. Tonight 
Caplam Planet |Jeltont 
Family Matter! Slap by Step 
Vt. Currents Wall St. Week 
Design W Bob Iln Siereoi Picket Fences (In Stereol g 
Sighbngt:,      Sighting!., Hunter 
Dtnotturt g 
Wash. Week 
Camp Wader 
The Contrary 
Movie: ««   Running Scared (1980 Adventure) Kan WaW 
Murpny B'own _Am*n<.a s MoV Waned  . Sightings  ,       Sightings 
Cheers:. 'Out AN Night    Rhythm-Blues 
You Bel-Life    [Family Matters Step by Step 
Bugt t Pali 
Movie:**   Ernest Scared Stupid H991) PG 
Movie * * •   New Cry Woll (1983) Charles Martin Smith  PG 
Classic MTV 
19   NICK      WhatVouDo 
20   TNN 
Gnnd 
Wild-Crazy Kid Looney Tunet  BuHwwkle 
VideoPM iln Stereo) 
Trial's My Dog 
Whote World? 
22 FAM Pnnce Valiant 
23 VISN ^Ajimuth! 
24 USA American Gladiator! 
25 WWOR 'Cosby Show   , 'who s Boss1 
26 A4E 'Rocklord File!  . 
House of Style Big Picture 
Movie: ««   White Fang (1991) Klaus Maria Brandauer  PG 
Top 20 Video Countdown (In Stereo i 
Get Smart 
Video Pnme (In Stereo) 
Big Bro. Jake 
Crook and Chate (In Stereo)    [Nashville Now Boicar Willie (In Stereo) 
Man Mention 
Cathokc View.   Famey Forever 
Quantum Leap |lr Sle'eo :; 
Gimme Break   | Tempt. Rising 
In Search 01... 
LIFE 
TDC 
BET 
HTS 
.Supermarket 
'Mother Nature 
'video LP 
Don DeVoe 
Shop Trl Drop Untorved Myttanet  
WitdWe Chron  Wonder ol Wettern Australia 
Newt i Triple Threal 
Baiket Report On Pit Road 
Sugar a Spice 
Comedy Hour Richard Jem     [Comedy Jam 
20/20 g 
High Noon in L A 
Tamptaaont: Gat Ready 
Kung Fu. Tha Legend Cont 
Movie Fallen Champ The Untold Story ol MM T/son (1993) 
Dinosaurs g    |Camp Wader   |20/» 
[Dark Justice (In Stereo) 
Araanio Hal (In Stereo) g Studt 
Newt 
Adventurea 
Night Court 
Studt 
New! 
Newi 
12:30 
Croitfce (R) 
FEBRUARY 12. 1993 
1:00 1:30 
Larry King (R) 
Movw: *•   Rattlers (1976) Elizabeth Chauvet 
Boimg (R) 
Movia:*l'i  Happy Hen Night (1991) NR 
Love Connect  Uptown Comedy Club 
Whoop* 
Naghthna g      |N<ghttalk 
Highway to Heaven g 
Emer Cat [Ironclads 
Permit Whotoy [(OH Air) 
Uptown 3 Club Chaart:;        |Whoapi Mo,*  .t    ••-    .   ■?■>   tjrns   11972) 
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g 
pkghtkne [ Ruth L. 
NBA Basketball New York Knicks al Chicago Bulls From Chicago Stadium NBA Basketball 
Guntmoke   Murdoch Currant Af» 
David Letterman 
«'?  Meatballs' (1992. Comedy) P 
[Superman       |M.T. Moore     |Dick Van Dyke Dragnet 
Gtona Ettatan: Gomg Home . 
Philadelphia 76ers at Denver Nuggets (Live) 
HardCopyg HOfD# 
[Fnaay Vtoaot 
NBA 
Gallagher We Need a Haro |R)|Movia: «  Freddys Dead The FmaiNyhtmare [ fmmavi 5 
Spree 
DM OPO 
Yo! MTV Rapt Today Iln Stereo) 
Pravkiw Show |Movie:  Godzilla >5 the Sea Monster  (1966)    [Movte: «*«   Never Cry Woll 
Movie: «««   Tammy and the Bachelor (1957. Comedy) 
Airwaves [Angalt 
Murder. She Wrote Q 
Bamaby Jones 
Time Machine: Doubt 
LA. Law  Great Balls Afire 
Wikftte Chron 
Sanlord 
This Week in NASCAR 
Arctic 
Comicview 
Everyman 
A Hitchcock Lucy Show      | F-Troop 
Autnn Encore1 
700 Club 
North Phoenu Bar'.nt 
Movie. "i   Damen Omen II (1978. Horror) William HoWen 
Simon 1 Simon 
nvetbgatrva Report! Caroline t Comedy Hour (R| 
Movia: ««  Nightmare at Bitter Creek H988) Lindsay Wagner 
Firepower (R| [G.l Diary |Fe»lands War Untold Story 
Video Soul Top twenty 
Soccer World Series - Denmark vs U S A   From Tempe An; [Basket Report 
Alternative Nabon (In Stereo) 
Get Smart       lOobN Gate 
Club Dance |R) (in Stereo) 
Scarecrow and Mrs. King 
Family Enrichment 
Meier I Company (In Stereo) 
Patty Duke     | Donna Bead 
Kenny and Doey Real Love 
Prime Tune Pltynoute 
Movie: «»'?   Sixteen Candles (1984. Comedy) Molly Ringwakl 
Street! of San FranciKO 
Evaning at tie Improv 
Thtrtyaowvalharig 
wadtrte Chron 
Generabont 
Soccer 94 
Arctic iR) 
News - 
On Pit Road 
Koiak 
Time Machina: Doubt 
Untorvad Myttanet 
Firepower IR)  |Q.I. Diary 
Midnight Love 
Thu Week in NASCAR 
Nathvae Now Boicar Willie 
Paid Program  [Paid Program 
Sacred Songa, Sacred Spaces 
Movte: 'A Little Set (1981) 
Femay Faud    |Joe FranMn 
tovetagabve Reports 
wyttariat        |raio rrogram 
Fafclanda War Untold Story 
Rap CHy Top ten 
Soccer Denmark vs U S A 
SATURDAY DAYTIME 
2    CNN 
10:00 10:30 
ShowbuWeek Style Science-Tech    Batketball 
National Geographic Eiplorer 
ONtY YOIIC ANPHtVtNl I OKI si HHIS 
*J 
.# 
9    WCVE     Decorating Yankee Shop 
10   WGN      Outdoor Enc     Good Fithmj 
3 WTBS 
4 ESPN 
5 HBO 
6 WTVR     Teenage Mutant Ninia Turttet 
World ol Audubon ••   . 
Salt Water       [Fly Fishing Walker'! Cay   |Sporttcenter 
• II   Movie:    M, Blue Hvr Movie ••_•   .Wi'-if fr.-'f Ban .'j-.-.-jr    I990i PG 13 
B»c« lo Future  Rav. Toonage 
7    WRLH     Tiny Toon [Tti-Mania 
I    WRIC     Bugt Bunny t Tweety :; 
11 WJPR    _T„,V loon |Tii-Mania g 
12 WWRT   Saved by BeM ]catrt. Dreamt 
13   WSET     Bug! Bunny a Tweety . 
How the Wett Wai Won TNT_ 
SHOW    Movie •• 
DISN 
MTV 
NICK 
TNN 
FAM 
VISN 
USA 
11:00 11:30 12:00 
Newtday: 
12:30 
Event 
1:00 1:30 
Newiday  ,       Newsmaker 
Movie: ««« Joe Kidd (1972 Western) Cimt Eastwood 
College Batketball Miami-Ohio at IHtnois Stale (Live) 
Land of Lot! 
Wood 
Golf Show 
> Men 
Saved by Bell 
Super Dave 
Dark wing 
Boniai 
Paid Program 
Super Dave:. 
Wonder Years  Wonder Yetrt 
Time Trai   Fire and ice 
Sonny Smith 
No Eicute 
Dave Robint 
Victory Garden 
Soul Tram (In Stereoi 
Guntmoke  Zavala 
William I Mary Anniversary 
Land ot Lost    jOarkwing        [Winnte-Poon 
Miracle Blade 
Weekend 
«';  King Gun |1972. Weslerni Guy Slockwell 
New Kids-Bk 
Liquid Assets 
Heathcliff 
Remodeling 
Insp Gadget 
'worship 
Mickey Moute 
Sports 
Yogi Bear 
Mechanic 
'i 
2:00 
Health work! 
2:30 3:00 
Style |R- On the Menu 
3:30 
Your Money 
Movie: **''!   Hard Times (1975 Drama) Charles Bronson 
4:00 
Ctota-up 
FEBRUARY 13. 1993 
4:30 5:00 
Future Watch   jEirtyPnme 
5:30 
Newsmaker 
Movie •• .   DeitaF.'rce!  11990 Adventurei Chuc« Nor-s 
Movia: *   Million Dollar Mystery (1987) PG 
NHL Hockey Chicago Blackhawks at Pittsburgh Penguins From the Civic Arena Marathon 
Auto Racing NASCAR Twin 125 s g 
Highlander The Sanat 
Why Didn't I 
Heartl'nd Quilt 
Saved by Bel 
Ommbut 
Sewing 
Energy 
Movie •«   The Maid   19901 Martin Sheer        Movie «••   Hamlet (1990 Dramai Mel Gibson   PG 
Olympic Winterfett q [Colleg* Basketball Pittsburgh at Illinois (Live): 
Kung Fit Tha Legend Cont    | Hunter Straight to the Heart 
College Baaketbaa: Va Commonwealth at N C -Charlotte 
Sewing-Nancy |Frug. Gourmet |Cookm' Cheap [Cooking 
Movte: «««   flirffi ol the Beatles  (1979) Stephen Mackenna 
CtryClote-up   Country Nat     Star Search (In Stereo) 
Cotby Show g Wide World of Sports (Live) g 
Nova (In Stereol g 
Street Jutece On My Honor 
Cotege Batketball: Va Commonwealth at N C -Charlotte |Coaege Baeketoet Virginia Tech at South Fiotida (Live) 
M(M0fW9#w rf#V1#Wt 
rkghiandar The Sanaa (R) 
Sporttcenter 
SporttCenter 
Coiege BatketbaH Florida Sttte at Maryland (Live) 
College BatketbaH Florida State at Maryland (Live) 
Collage Batketball Virgmn at Ciemson (Live) 
Why Didn't I    |Roggin Haroaa 
««'';  Doc Hooker s Bunch (1976) Dub Taykx. 
ffKheiRirer (1987) PG-13        Movia: ««««   West Side Story ii%i Musical) Natalie Wood (in Stereo) g 
Movia: *«'J  Gullivers Travels (1977) G 
Wrote-Watch 
Can't on TV 
InFitherman 
Just Kids 
Movie 
_That s My Dog  Black SU'lion 
Sunshine Fac 
WWF Mania Wrestling 
25   WWOR  'Paid Program    Paid Program   Paid Program 
26 
27 
21 
29 
30 
Week in Rock 
Can't on TV 
Fithm' 
Zorro (Rig 
Mission! 
House ol Style 
Dennis 
Preview Show   Scenic Wonders of America 
| Movte: «*   Beartooth (1978. Adventure) Dub Taylor 
[College Basketball Virginia at Ciemson (Live) 
[U.S. Olympic Gold Boxing 
Movte: «««   Thats Lite (1986. Dramai Jack Lemmon   PG-13 |Movte: ««« 'Me-maids (1990 Comedy) Cher  PG-13 g 
Movte: «««   Journey H the Center ot the Earth 11959) Pal Boone  G 
Video 
Denmt 
Roland Martin   Outdoor! 
Vrrgmian   The_Dea3^_ Past 
(In Stereo) 
Nick News 
Bill Dance Out 
Over the Hill Gang 
North Dallas Forty (1979 Comecfy) Nicfc Nola> 
Family Theatre 
AaE       Biography   Prince Andrew (R| Invetbgetve Reports 
LIFE 
TDC 
BET 
HTS 
^Frug Gourmet Fmg Gourmet 
Matte Mac I Muttey 
i ideo Soul by Request 
Fishing Stories Final Score 
Paid Program 
In the Wild       World Akve 
Rap City 
Forecast 
op ten (R| 
Advisors 
Movte: »*   Dead m the Water (1991) Bryan Brown g 
They Came From Outer Space Simon (.Simon 
Am Justice Spiet (Ri 
Anyttung-Love Anythmg-Love 
Pushing Limits WHO wheels 
Teen Summit 
This Week in NASCAR 
Beyond Bahef 
Winners |R) 
Rifleman 
Inside Storiet 
Daddy I'm Their Momma Now 
Truckm'USA   [NHRA Today 
Big Valey   The Brawlers 
Nature of Things: 
Moky t PUgran 
kisida-Racing 
House of Style 
Greatest Show 
|««   The Apple Dumpling Gang Rides Again  g 
Top 20 Video Countdown (In Stereo) 
Can't on TV     |Gel Picture rf»*ih(Tv#fi 
American Sportt Cavalcade (R) (In Stereo) 
Guntmoke 
Aiimutht | Man Akve 
Etptt. Amanca 
Bonania  The Lot! Episode! 
Prime Time Playhouse 
,: *••   You n Like My Mother (1972) Patty Duke 
r. *«   The PresOo (1968 Suspense) Sean Connery 
««  Dr Strange (1978, Fantasy) Peter Hooten |Knight Rkter "KITT vs KARR 
Stage Door 
Gotttp! 
Anything |Any»ing-Lova 
Wings |R 
Vtoao LP (R) 
Basket Report 
Paid Program 
SI East Wk 
A n ytiHfw - i_ 0v9 
World ot Vator Heart-Courage 
Anythmg-Love 
Rap City (R) 
Movte: ««  House ol Death (1982, Horrorl       Survivors 
Anythmg-Love Anythmg-Love Anythmg-Love [Anythmg-Lova 
Nature Walch    Earth Journal    Nature ol Thmgt 
Video Soul by Request (R) 
Cotege Batketball Big Eight Game (Live) 'Thu Week m NASCAR 
Salute Short! 
Our Way 
Young Ridert' The Sacrifice 
Renegade  Two Renos 
Comedy on the Road (R) 
Anything-Lovo [Arrytiing-Love 
Gulf Critia: Tha Road to War 
Teen Summit (R) 
Coaege Baakatoal 
^ 
2)*. LOVT* 
i^t> vmi have problems in 
your love lit*-' 
Are vou wondering il he/ 
She is right for you? 
Da you just need sd\ let? 
NOW is the time to ask 
someone who has a 
mature perspective ami 
wants to help you! 
Send you questions to: 
Or. Love 
c/o The Rotunda 
I C Box 2901 
Farmville, VA 239iw 
SATURDAY EVENING 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
I    FSPN 
World Today     Pinnacle 
WCW Saturday 'kkght 
HBO 
WTVR 
WRLH 
WRIC 
WCVE 
WGN 
6:00 6:30 ;     7:00 
Capital Gang 
Movie: «»   A, 
7:30 800 8:30 
nler Senior PGA GoH The Challenge lift 
Movie ••       K't Blue Heaven (1990) Steve Martm  PG-13 :; 
Sportt Sat        Pnmenews 
vengeance (1986 Dramai Charles Bronson 
CIS Newt 
Beywetch Vacation g 
11     W,PR 
WWRT 
WSET 
News ABC News 
I 
Sandiego Newtons 
lifestyles of Rich I Famoul 
Renegade    B*.  
NOC Nsjwt 
E nwfuHnfnofii *oo*yti' 
Auto Racing NASCAR Gnnd National - Goody s 300 
Movia: ••   Fye/an   (1992) Ermlio Estevez (In Stereo) R Q 
Star Trek Deep Space Nme 
Dr Quinn. Medicine Woman:; I Movie:   A Twist ol the Knite (1993 Mystery) Dick Van Dyke g 
Wheat-Fortune Jeopardy' 
Copt:; |Copt|R)rj      Cod»3g ""   lCode3(R)-,    Untouchabtet (In Stereo) g 
Lawrence We* Show 
TNT 
SHOW 
DISN 
MTV 
NICK 
TNN 
FAM 
VISN 
USA 
WWOR 
AKNewt 
Runaway-Rich 
Pnme Suspect 
Design W 
Star Trek Nest 
Penan w 
Fi.etVghlr-1 
Cheers 
Qaaai 
Bug! Bunny 1 Palt 
Movie ••• 
TBA 
Wrote Walch 
Double Dare 
Country Beat  In Str-tv 
HrtiiJerti'wn 
ngns Wit* Dirty Faces i'938) James Ctgney 
9:00 9:30 10-00 10:30 11:00 
Both Side t      [Source* Wood Newt [Spurts Tonight 
MBA Baakalbal Atlanta Hawks at Utah Jut From the Pelt* Center (Live) 
11:30 
Capital Gang 
12:00 
Newtnight 
FEBRUARY 13. 1993 
12:30 1:00 1:30 
Evant [Travel Guide   [Ptrtnecto (R) 
Bodybuilding Mr Ofympia       [Sporttcenter 
Movte: *** -Say Shot [1977. Comedy) Paul htewmtn, Michael Ontkean 
Boimg Iran Barkley vs Jamas Toney (In Stereo Live) g 
Movte: ««';  Funn, Fa-*, nggg Comedy) Chevy Chase g 
Mteaye 
«««'i  Cyrano o, Bergerac (1950) Jose Ferrer 
Copt: 
Aknott Home 
Commith (In Stereo) g 
Being Served  [French Fietdt 
NB
* Basketball Cleveland Cavakers at Chicago Bulls From Chicago Stadium 
Cops  R Code 3. 
aanai 
|Code 3(R)g 
fa^MaaiglMadAbO-You 
Movte: ««';  runn, c„m M9M Cnmedyl Chevy Chase g 
The Portrait   1993 (^imady-Drama) Gregory Pack 
Pteview Show   Movia:   'he E-nest Green Story 
Weak m Rock  Big Picture     [Sportt iHouaa ol Style 
Emergency     |Ewar. Call 
Suten Moving Pictures g 
Ccmmteh (In Stereo) g 
Mamad.. With 
Cormc Stop Lwa (In Stereo) 
Sheeey 
College Batketball Utah at Hawaii (live) 
Real Sat 6 g 
Mamad... With [Ebony/Jot 
eVi  In the Cold ol the Night 
Lifettytet ot Rtch a Famous 
Movie: «»   Tarantulas The Deadly Cargo (1977, Suspense) 
it's Showtime al the Apolb     [total Train (In Stereo) 
Smith 4 Jonet |(0« Air) 
| Comedy Sho 
««  AmnyyiUe II The Possession (1982) Bun Young     [Apolo Cam. 
Comic Strip Live (In Stereol     [Current Ate* Erlrt 
Saturday Night Live (In Stereo) 
Street Juebce   On My Honor 
(OlAir) 
C„:ll I??*. Rwaratt 
Teiet Conn 
Alncan Sties 
Joyful None      Center Street 
Swamp Trung    Beyona 
ilroniide 
M   AAE 
27   LIFE 
21   TDC 
29   BET 
30    HTS 
Carokne't Comedy Hour i 
»i',tning love   Ar.,thing lov* 
Natural World .R- 
-0 Paid Program ^Paid Program 
Coiege Batketball  
RmTmTm 
Hood-Honey 
Quantum Leap 
Zorro iRi 
Writer's Read 
il- Sterac   . 
Gimme Break    Who's •oat'' 
Travelqueti 
Anythmg-Lova 
MacAMutley 
Home Again 
Anythmg-Love 
Animals 
The Untouchables (1967) Kevin Costner  R 
19931 Morns Chestnut g      Ithwa- nt   Gonlas~~in~me Mist (1968) Sigourney Weaver g 
The Portrait 11993 Comedy-Drama) Gregory Pack 
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine g [Magnum, P.I.  Ghostwriter      |Shopping tpr 
««'■;  Backtrack (1989. Suspense) JoOe Foster R 
Clanssa Eipi 
Otvy Bkitge 
Voung Riders 
v«*±mmet (in Stereol 
Roundhouse 
WroteWalch 
Pnmatet the Aknoit Human 
Countdown to the Bat 
The Portrait (1993 Oxneoy Drama) Gregory Peck 
Previe* Show 
Super Daveg Movte: «« Dangorous Obsession [1986) NR 
.Grand Opry 
Sacred Son^s 
Movie  ••    ' 
Ren 1 Stimpy  [You Afraid''     jOates From Hact 
Headbangar't Bat (In Stereo) 
Movte:   Journey to the Cen» of the Earth   G 
Stetter Broa. [in Stareo|_ American Muaic Shop |0pry Bktlge 
• •• Plow Talk  (1969 Comedy) Rock Hudson Dons Day 
viSNShowceee 
Cotege Bainibi 
Horror) Sam NwM _ 
Movia ••'■?
• '. MavM 
Nai al Vitanova iLrva) 
.'976 Comady) Jack Nicholson 
Heart i Soul  ReB 
Irving Planet Earth 
»«*jnfin» Voyage 11990 Comady) 
Salt Fithmg    [College Batketball OH- CH"--.O. .,■?
|Sport. 
•  .1 .el 
ChoppartlRi 
t<fcafd>y InowoM 
Sat Steamga [in Stereo) g 
NOWSWOiirry 
Comady on ate Road (R) 
Gate kkght Out |Ri 
Video Soul by Request 
Chaltngt   Fue Attack  (R) 
Grand Opry    [Stalter Broa. (R) (in Stereoi 
ACTS Act It Out 
Big Bro Jake  ICCM-TV ZoteLavm 
Sacred Soul 
Night Garnet 
Casualbes ol Love The Long island Lotta Story Q 
Carokne't Comady Hour [R| 
Unaotead Myttanet 
Living Planet Earth 
MPSL Soccer Cieveltnd Crunch at Baltimore Spirt! 
Paid Program 
Soccer 94 
Spoaght Cafe [Paid Program 
Patty Duke      [Fern 2-Ntght 
American Muaic Shop (R) 
Pate Program "aid Program 
Heart-Matter 
Movte:  Caged Fury (1989) 
Movte: ««'7   Gom Soufh (1978. Comedy) Jack Nicholson 
X-Planes iR' 
Seiet 
ChoppartlRi 
VteaoLP(R) 
Pate Program  |Paid Program 
Chaaanaa  Fire Attack  (R) 
Rap CHy Top an |R) 
Coaege Batketball Od Domir«c>n n Richmond IRI 
Page7 I In  Kotuiula 
Anyone who has ever known shame 
and wanted to start life anew will 
recognize a little glimpse of himself 
in "Sommersby," the story of one 
man's quest to do just that. 
When Jack Sommersby (Richard 
Gere) returns to his plantation in Vine 
Hill,Tenn, after six yearsof fighting 
in theCi vil War, he returns a changed 
man. Once harsh and violent, 
Sommersby seems chastened by the 
war and eager to win back the love of 
his life, Laurel (Jodie Foster). 
Laurel has had to endure her own 
share of hardship- raising their young 
son by herself and trying to farm 
their barren land. It seems the only 
comfort she's had was from family 
friend Orin Meccham (Bill Pullman), 
who was hoping to win her over for 
himself. 
At first, the exchanges between 
Sommersby and his wife arc tenta- 
tive, their timing awkward. 
And Sommersby doesn't seem to 
remember that before he left, they 
slept in separate beds. However their 
stiffness dissolves when Sommcrshv 
has Laurel shave off his matted beard 
to reveal the new man beneath it. 
Director Jon Amicl renders a bit of 
movie magic with this scene: Laurel 
levels her long-simmering anger, 
blade stroking the coarse hair from 
his neck, while Sommersby sits lo- 
udly vulnerable. The timing and the 
tension are perfect, and the outcome 
- a subtle spell of new found intimacy 
- is almost palpable. 
Gere and Foster have a sweetly 
endearing chemistry as they dance 
and swirl about each other discover 
ing a love they had never known. 1M 
fact, that love begins to seem as new 
and mysterious as Sommersby him- 
self. 
Is he in fad the same man or merely 
an impostor? The family dog doesn't 
seem to recognize him, but all the 
townspeople do. Sommersby recalls 
ilicslnrtheworeon his wedding night, 
how much his father paid for a slave, 
the nicknamesol friends. But then the 
cobbler notices that his foot is smaller 
than when he left, and Sommcrsby's 
signature has changed. Just who is this 
man? 
Whoever the old Sommersby was, 
the new one is determined U> bring 
back his fallow land and be a loving 
husband to his wife and their new 
daughter. And all would seem well 
until he is arrested for killing a man 
while on his hiatus. 
During the trial, Sommersby and his 
wile are forced 10 examine their souls 
and detenu me w hai means the most to 
them, no matter what their pasts or 
who they were. But their soul-search- 
ing could have tragic consequences 
Based on the film 'The Return of 
Martin Guerre," "Sommersby" offers 
a slightly more complex plot and a 
fairly modified storyline. If there are 
any flaws, it would be that Amiel's 
pacing could have been faster - at 
limes, the film feels as long as a sum- 
mer afternoon. 
But it's a lovely afternoon to look at. 
Filmed entirely in Virginia, partly in 
Farmvillc, many of the scenes have a 
warm, intimate feel, as if the sets were 
created from the paintings of Mary 
C'assatt - you can almost smell the 
ham in the oven. 
In the end, "Sommersby" makes a 
compelling case about the price of 
remaking one's name and reputation. 
It's a tenderly affecting story in which 
Gere and Foster offer their perfor- 
mances in perfect minuet: one turn 
delicate, the next turn gut-wrenching. 
"Sommersby" was produced by 
Arnon Milchan and Steven Rculhcr 
with Gere and Maggie Wilde as ex- 
ecutive producers. It was written by 
Nicholas Mcycrand Sarah Kcrnochan. 
The Wamer Bros, film is rated PG-13. 
Last Week's Best-selling Records 
Best-selling singles of the week: 
1. "I Will Always Love You," (From "The Bodyguard") Whitney 
Houston 
2. "If I Ever I all In Love." Shai 
3. "In The Still Of The Night," Boyz II Men 
4. "A Whole New World," Pcabo Bryson And Regina Belle 
5. "Saving Forever For You," Shanice 
6"7,"Prince&TheN.P.G. 
7. "Rump Shaker." Wreck-N-Elk\i 
8. "Ordinary World," Duran Duran 
9. "Deeper And Deeper." Madonna 
10. "Rhythm Is A Dancer," Snap 
(Source: Cashbox magazine) 
LSS3 INFORMATION ON HOW WE CAN HELP YOU FIND COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID 
We've helped THOUSANDS of students find financial aid sources they 
kwere qualified for but did not know about. We can help YOU find YOUR 
share of the BILLIONS OF DOLLARS in private sector funding 
represented in our specialized databank of over 180,000 listings! 
EVERY 
Student Is 
Eligible For 
Some Type 01 
Financial Aid 
Regardless 
off Grades 
or Family  4 ' 
Income!   « 
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE FOR: 
Jren of Veterans - Newspaper Carriers - Former G 
jre Pharmacists • Non-Smokers • Cheerleaders • Stud 
lian Descent • Future Teachers • Second-Gen 
idents • Ohio Natives  Grocery Clerks • Lang 
ildren of Railroad Employees     Michigan Nati 
leers Future Computer Programmers Former Boy Sco 
Call TOLL-FREE 24 hours for a FREE Brochure: 
College Financial Planning Service 
Research & Administration   34S5 Commercial Avenue   Northbrook, IL 60062 
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"You mean thai you're one ol 
those Dead heads'" 
"I've heard thai all those people 
are on drugs' 
"What do you see in them, an) 
Over the years, I've been asked 
these questions, and numerous olh 
ers, over and over. I've always fell, 
how ever, that no amount ol explain 
ing eould do justice 10 these ques 
nous One must go to a concert in 
order to fully appreciate the (irateful 
Dead. 
But perhaps I can give a general 
idea of what is behind die Grateful 
Dead mystique. 
"Whai should I expect when I gel 
to a concert'1" is a coniiiionK asked 
question. The first thing people no 
ticc when they arrive is the parking 
lot. 
Many have described the parking 
lot as having a carnival-like atmo 
sphere. In fact, there are many people 
who never even go into the concert 
itself, choosing, rather, to walk the 
lot. 
Walking through, a person may 
be a bit overwhelmed by the sights 
and sounds. There are scores ol 
Dead heads who tun e "opened shop" 
out of the back of their cars. It is 
possible, and even encouraged, to 
barter for certain goods 
"Well, what do the) sell?" The 
variety of things sold is virtually 
limitless. You'll see everything from 
shirts to beers,beads to veggie lajitas: 
B person can find and buy just about 
anything (legal and illegal) in the 
parking lot. 
You will notice wonderlul and 
exotic smells in the air: patchouli oil 
and frying vegetables give the feel ol 
an Middle-eastern marketplace 
Adding to the atmosphere is the 
cacophony of sounds one will en- 
counter. Drums being beaten upon 
and guitars being strummed v»ill he 
encountered. 
You will also hear the curious 
hissing sound of balloons b>.'ing tilled 
by large tanks of nitrous oxide, 
which arc then sold lor recreational 
use.   All of these tilings are jusi a 
small sampling ol « hai makes up the 
"parking lot" 
"Will I feel out ol place, and what 
will the people be like ' Do the) all do 
No one is oui ol place al a 
Grateful Dead concert 
in fact, one ol the great things 
about the concerts is the diversit) ol 
the people who attend Everyone is 
welcome and no one is made to feel 
unwanted. The second pan ol the 
question requires some explanation, 
"Whatcxactl) isa Deadhead '" ro 
begin with, you do not become a Dead 
head b> going out and buying   a tie 
dye and Birkenslocks (sandals com 
inonls worn b> Dead heads). 
Noi do you become one by join 
fan club or organization. The 
term "Dead head' is generall) given 
to someone with a love tor the Grate 
lul \\-.\A musically, as well as a love 
forlife. Man) Dead heads are active 
in environmental issues and support 
man) causes, such as human andani 
in.il rights, as well as oilier causes 
important to making a belter world, 
The) are Students, business people. 
doctors, and people ol all olhei pro 
fessions. They are of all races, gen 
dcrs, and ages 
\s far as drugs are concerned, yes, 
there is a large number ol people al 
concerts who do drugs, jusl as there 
are al an) othei concert   Bui tins 
should not make someone war) ol 
going. 
Drugs are a personal choice, noi a 
necessity Therefore, newcomers 
should not feel an) pressure to do 
them. 
{ nfortunately, there are many 
people who believe thai in order lobe 
considered a "Dead head" they must 
(Mil) listen to the music and abuse 
drugs 
I his is jusl not the ease   Attending 
concerts and perhaps louring (follow- 
ing the band from one conceit to the 
next), as well as adopting a lifestyle 
based on love andrespeci forall living 
t K,it nres ami the Earth is perhaps the 
best definition for a "Dead head." 
"What are the concerts like?" Con 
certs generally last about three hours. 
with a hall hour intermission. The) 
follow a distinct pattern. The band 
plays songs in two sets, with guitai 
istsjenv Garcia and BobWeii aliei 
naiing vocals 
Alter the first set and the intei 
mission, the band returns to open the 
second  set, and then god into a 
unique segment 
After one or two songs, all the 
band members (except the drum 
ineisi leave the stage. Diuiunieis 
Mules Hart and Bill Kreul/man 
then go into a rhythmic frenzy of 
different and mesmerizing beats. 
I his drum solo is not surpris- 
ing!) referred to as "Drums" Soon 
the other members return to uan 
anothei strange and unique sequence 
With their guitars distorted to give 
an eerie and futuristic sound, Garcia 
and Weir go into improvised solos. 
resulting in a sound straight oui ol a 
st ience fiction movie. 
This piece is fittingly referred to 
.is   Space." The group then segues 
out of "Space" and into another song, 
Alter live or six more songs, die 
band leaves the stage, only 10 return 
to do an encore 
Its now ken six years since I lusi 
attended a Grateful Dead concert. 
Since then, I have been to toils 
seven others, doing six lours 
To this day, the experiences 1 
have had while touring are still very 
special tome. Over lime, my priori- 
ties have changed, ind I'm IKM able 
to see the I )ead as olten as 1 may like. 
As I have slated before,One must 
goto a concert in order to capture the 
true meaning ol the ix-ad expert 
ence, but perhaps I've shed some 
light on the subject 
It gives me so much pleasure 10 
lake people 10 their first concert and 
watch as they arc bitten by the "Dead" 
bug. 
Perhaps it is not lor everyone, but 
I can make one pminisc: you will 
experience no other concert quite 
like it. 
As slated in the unofficial motto 
ol Dead heads, "there is nothing like 
a Grateful Dead concert." 
HELP WANTED 
Admissions Couiv 
lor. 1993 graduates 
are encourage to 
apply for the posi- 
tion of Admissions 
Counselor. This 
position is temporary 
and runs 9-10 
months, from mid- 
August (1993) to 
May 1994. Extensive 
travel (in and out-ol 
state) during fall and 
spring semesters is 
required as well .is 
some nights and 
weekends.  I he indi- 
vidual is responsible 
for numerous recruit- 
ment activities both 
on-campus and off. 
Applications arc 
available in the < a 
reer Center and the 
Admissions Offi( i 
The application 
deadline is April 1, 
1993. For more infor- 
mation, contact Dr. 
Judy Vogt, 395-25 • 
/ Valentine's (Day! 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 14th 
Remember that SOMEONE SPECIAL . . 
• BALLOONS 
•MUGS 
•VALENTINE CARDS 
LONGWOOD COLLEGE BOOKSTORE 
HOURS 8-5 MONDAY-FRIDAY 
PHONE 395-2084 
Pap H The Rotunda February 10, 1993 
Lawmaker confronts military over 
duplicate operations and weapons 
WASHIM.ION (Ah Missouri 
Rep. Ike Skclton, in his new job as a 
iiniiniiee chairman, is preparing 
to tackle an assignment that won't make 
him a popular figure among the nation's 
military leaders 
Skclton, a Lexington Democrat, plans 
Ki look for ways to streamline the mili- 
tary by eliminating duplicate opera- 
lions and weapons in the lour branches 
of the armed services. 
"Wnh changes in military technol- 
ogy, changes in the threats oi the world 
it's going to have to IK' looked at," 
SkeltOO said. 
in begin the task, Skelton is schedul- 
ing hearings on the issue before the 
House Aimed Services subcommittee 
OK military forces and personnel, ol 
which he became chairman this year. 
Among the questions Skelton will be 
asking. Whether the Air Force and Navy 
need separate bui similar fighter air- 
craft? Do the Air Force, Navy and 
Marines Bll need their own jet lighter 
wings and can some be eliminated'.' 
Why does each of those services, in- 
cluding the Army, have its own medi- 
cal a iips, chaplain corps and legal de- 
partments? ('an the services combine 
helicopta training programs? 
"All of these will cause real disagree 
merit. Hut I think we owe it to the 
country and to the military itself to 
make them ask the tough questions ol 
themselves," Skelton said. 
A key lactor driving ihe debate is the 
nation's budget deficit. The White 
House and Congress are looking for 
ways to reduce federal spending, and 
Ihe 1270 billion defense budget is. a 
tempting target, 
"That's always the Damocles sword 
hangingova you ihe budget-cutters,'' 
Skclton said 'The people that feel that 
now the Cold War is over, 'Let's bring 
ihe boys home and forget about the resi 
of the world.' There are some people 
who would really want to do thai. They 
sec the defense budgei as a cash i 
domestic programs." 
Not Skelton, He's traditionally an 
ally of ihe Pentagon and repeatedly has 
warned against loo deeply cutting mili- 
tary forces in the wake of the breakup 
ol the Soviet Union and the v. 
Skelton wants Congress and the Pen 
tagon to systematically review military 
roles and missions and determine how 
besl 10 modernize and streamline the 
armed forces - eliminating duplication 
when possible. 
Skclton isn't acting alone, howeva 
Sen. Sam Nunn. I) (ia . the influen- 
tial chairman of the Senate Armed Set 
vices Committee, has been pushing the 
military since last year to eliminate its 
"tremendous redundancy and duplica- 
tion." Nunn delivered an speech on the 
Senate floor lasi July calling lor a "no- 
holds-barrcd. evcrything-on-thc-tablc 
review" of military functi 
Skelton says (he basic assign met 
the armed services 
fundamentally since  1948, although 
national security threats haveel 
andnewtechnolo) altered 
themilitai 
Any streamlining of thcmilitarycould 
have a big. : other 
states. For example, the Na\) is mov- 
ing ahead with a new version ol the F- 
18 fighter, whit till by  the 
McDonnell Douglas Corp. in St. Louis, 
at the same time the Ail Force wants to 
develop a new multirole fighter lo re- 
place the F-16, which is buill by Gen- 
eral Dynamics. 
Skclton has suggested the Air Force 
also might be able to use the F-18. 
Another part of the debate is estab- 
lishing a "base force" of the military 
ihe numbers of active duty forces ai 
well as National Guard and Reserve 
troops. Resolving that will determine 
how many Guard units will be main- 
lined in each state, including Mis- 
souri, and how the reserve forces will 
be activated in time of war. 
Skclton says it's possible Congress 
will be forced to impose changes on the 
Pentagon through legislation if mili- 
tary officials resist all streamlining cf- 
He suggests some duplication could 
ativel) easy to eliminate. For ex- 
ample, he points lo the separate educa- 
tion and training programs for each 
service's legal, chaplain and medical 
corps. 
The most difficult issues will be those 
causing big reductions in spending and 
cutbacks in personnel for any branch of 
service. Skclton says. Among those 
areas of duplication: Expeditionary 
ground forces, such as light infantry 
IIS of the Army and Marines; air 
defenses, and "close air support" of 
combat troops. 
Gen. Colin L. Powell, the chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, reportedly 
rejects the notion current duplication 
is wasteful. Powell is to issue a report 
Hx>n on military roles and missions. 
V . ending to The Washington Post, 
a final draft of the report contends 
duplicate capabilities in the services 
are' .oinplcmentary."Ancarlicrdraft 
had recommended eliminating some 
duplicauon, but all of those proposals 
were dropped in the final version bc- 
t BUM of opposition from top military 
leaders. The Post reported last month. 
Skclton isn't surprised by the 
military's reaction. He recalls that the 
military resisted a reorganization of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff operations 
Congress implemented in 1986. 
"Needless to say there is al 
parochialism between the four ser- 
vices," Skclton said. "This is not an 
easy task. It's painful." 
Valentine sets stage for 
marriage proposals 
By Judith A. Weller 
Staff Writer 
How many college women 
arc walking around campus with 
a diamond ring on the third finger 
of their left hand? It may be more 
than some think. 
Marriage is not something 
most college students have on their 
minds as they plan lo graduate It 
may be thought of as something 
that will happen in the future, 
after having the lime lo establish 
themselves in a career. 
There arc a few students who 
have come back from summer or 
wintcrbrcak,however, withplans 
to "tie the knot." 
With Valentine's Day com- 
ing up, more students may join 
the ranks, and start making plans 
for the "big day." 
Many proposals arc made 
around a special holiday, and 
there is no written rule on who 
can do the proposing. 
Women have asked men to 
marry them, but most couples go 
the traditional way, where die man 
asks the woman. 
The old "on bended knee" rou- 
tine is really cute, but others have 
been more original, such as by 
burying the ring in a huge box 
undcracouplc laycrsof crumpled 
newspapers, or giving her flow- 
ers and/or balloons with the ring 
tied to the ribbon. 
Some have a waiter bring an 
empty ring box out on a plate as 
one of die courses, and after get- 
ting yelled at, pull the ring out of 
a pocket. 
Publicly asking, with the help 
of a scoreboard at baseball, bas- 
ketball, Of football game, or giv- 
ing clues (as in a seek and find 
game) as to    where a special 
present can be found arc also some 
of the more innovative methods of 
proposing. 
So, women, let your boyfriends 
know you want to be asked in a 
unique way (or men, do so to that 
special woman in your life), and 
potential proposers - try to dunk of 
an original and creative way to ask 
your love to marry you. 
For those who have not thought 
about getting married, you arc not 
alone. In a survey printed by U.S. 
News and World Report in 1989, 
out of twenty-one hundred full or 
pan time students 26.9% of men 
and 42.895 of women said they 
plan to get married between die 
ages of 21-24. 
The average age for a woman to 
get married, according to one na- 
tional magazine, is 23, while the 
average age for a man is close to 
26. Most traditional college stu- 
dents have graduated and been out 
in the world by these ages. 
For those who arc not in the 
majority and arc planning to get 
married right out of college, good 
luck in all the planning and prepa- 
ration. 
Remember to give yourself 
enough time to meet with all those 
important people—the preacher/ 
justice of the peace, the florist, the 
caterer, the director of the recep- 
tion hall, the printer, the cake 
maker, die tuxedo dealer, the scam- 
st KSS, and all the other people who 
make "the big day" one to cherish 
and enjoy! 
BREAD 
OF LIFE 
Student newspaper publishes photo of 
nude man in arts section 
Al.HUOULRQUk, N.M. (AP) A 
columnist quit tnd dozens of readers 
(ailed the University ol New Mexico's 
student newspaper after it published a 
photo ol a nude man in the arts aoc 
lion 
"We had more than so calls yester- 
day and at least a do/en this morning," 
i \i Sagrestano, office and classified 
advertising manager loi   Hie New 
Mexico Daily i obo, nid Friday. 
Aniiui Delgado, The Lobo'a stu 
dent editor, said he bad received about 
50 calls since Thursday's edition oi 
the i obo'a ana section, "Datoor," hit 
the streets However, Delgado said 
mostconcerneda photoesaayofagay 
couple appearing in the same issue 
I Ik- nude photO WSS pan ol I MOT) 
about the em lent lad and Insiory be- 
hind piercing different Unly parts U 
featured a full frontal nude photo- 
graph of a man with a surgical stud in 
Ills |K'IIIS. 
"We didn't do it simply because we 
could do it," Delgado said. "We knew 
then would probably be a last and 
lunousrcaction.but 1 don'tthink jour- 
nalists should shy away from an issue 
just because itmaj offend someone, n 
we did dial, we wouldn't print 'HI 
percent of out news." 
Not all statt members agreed 
"I'm insulted and disgusted with the 
|x>mography in The Lobo," wrote Kyla 
Chnstoflerscn in a column published 
Friday. "Therefore I can no longer 
continue contributing to The Daily 
Lobo as a columnist." 
The Lobo has a circulation of about 
I4,5(K), mostly on the UNM campus. 
It has no (acuity supervisor. 
"I he department has no control over 
the newspaper, never has and never 
will, I hope," said Fred Bales, former 
dean of die communications and jour- 
nalism department. "The photo is too 
much for the story and sensationalizes 
it, but I would defend to the death the 
right of the editors to do this." 
Delgado said most of the calls pro- 
testing the photo essay on the gay 
couple resulted from a photo shot 
through a keyhole dial showed the 
two men in bed, about lokiss. Delgado 
said that photo showed "no nudity at 
all." 
Will Deliver to the 
College on Friday, 
February 12,0110! 
Saturday, February 13. 
($7.50 minimum purchase for FREE Delivery Plan.) 
Teddy Bears, 
Vases with Roses and a 
Special Selection of 
Valentine greeting cards 
priced at only 2 for $1, as 
well as other Wonderful 
Gifts for All Occasions! 
Located on Main Street in downtown Farmville. 
OPEN MON.-SAT. 9:30am to 5:00pm 392-8880 
/ill . 
RESERVE       OFFICERS TRAINING      CORPS 
• Pregnancy tests 
• c husti.in counseling 
• Support throughout 
pregnancy 
All services free 
and confidential 
142N. Main St.. 2nd floor 
Downtown Farmville 
24-HOUR HOTLINE 
3928483 
We care and vtonl to ' i 
MY DEGREE GOT ME 
THE INTERVIEW. 
ARMY R0TC GOT ME 
THE JOB. 
Things got pretty competitive for this job. I'm 
sure my college degree and good grades kept 
me in the running. But in the end it was the 
leadership and management experience I got 
through Army ROTC that won them over. 
You can begin to develop impressive lead- 
ership skills with an Army ROTC elective. 
If you have any questions, come 
by Hiner 207 or call 395-2134. 
Register now without obligation. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
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Letters to r, continued. 
REDFOXSYNDCATE 
Reader agrees with editorial 
Editor, Rotunda: 
IF YOU'RE AN ADOlT. BUT 
IMMATURE ENOUGH TO ADHERE 
TO THESE TYPES OF LAWS. 
YOU NEED THE  AOVANTA&E OF 
PROFESSIONAL LE6AL ADVICE' 
cmiPRtWi 
LAWS. 
THirR[ 
NOT 
JUST 
FOR 
CHILDREN 
AMYMORE' 
It is about lime that someone had 
the guts to speak up and say the truth 
about how the college is so darned 
greek skewed thai it's BCUiall) DOS- 
siblc for non greeks to he considered 
non students. 
Sure, you can saj some "good" 
things about greeks  especially il you 
lookdeepenough! The truth be known, 
thegreek system encourages its mem- 
ben to develop into motl) nosed 
panics whose only purpose is them- 
selves. Several fellow students who 
buy (and I do mean SS) into this sv J- 
tern have become so brain-washed 
that they actually consider non-greeks 
less worthy of friendship dian them- 
selves.   Its almost like an elite nib 
community within the college com 
munity. And unfortunately you hit the 
nail on the head when you said that the 
college invests more in the greek com- 
munity than in the general student 
body. 
The college is lOUll) at fault lor 
this dual standard. And budgeting for 
a greek publicist (who is himself an 
it snob with no regard for the 
opinions and feelings of others) is an 
example ol this. Has no one taught 
him dial he can't just trample over 
folks he considers "not useful" while 
sucking up to those who benefit "his 
cause?" Way to go, Longwood - by 
spending everyone's money on a per- 
son who benefits a few selected peti 
and selling him up as a role model for 
behavior from the greeks, you've set 
another low water mark as standards 
go- 
Snobbery, isolation and elitism arc 
not whal Longwood should stand for. 
Bravo, Rotunda, for being so bold in 
your last editorial - I bet there arc a 
hundred anti-/?oru/ida letters this 
week, all from the same mindless but 
organi/ed special group! 
For olu IOIIS reasons, please do not 
print my name with this letter. 
Name withheld by request 
Tolerance and Jesus out the window 
case agreed that the painting violated 
the First Amendment and "Separation 
of Church and State" doctrine. 
Let's consider this problem from a 
couple of viewpoints. First, let's have 
a look ai the First Amendment: 
Congress (and the states) shall make 
no law respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free exer- 
cise thereof; or abridging the freedom 
of speech, or of the press; or the right 
of the people to peaceably assemble, 
and to petition the Government for a 
redress of grievances. 
There is nothing in the high school 
case that restricts establishment, exer- 
cise, speech, press, assembly, or re- 
dress on the part of anyone. No one 
was required to stop and admire or 
worship the painting, which, by the 
way, is of significant historical and 
artistic value. The principal obvi- 
ously admired the painting or who it 
portrayed. I dare say that if the frame 
contained apicturc of Mapplethorpe's 
"Piss Christ," the ACLU would not 
have acted as quickly. 
Editor, Rotunda: 
As I watch CNN this Thursday 
afternoon (February 4), I heal thai I 
Midwestern high school print ipal will 
be required by a federal judge to re 
move a portrait of Jesus from the front 
of his office. Apparently, ■?seniot M 
the high school thought that the paint- 
ing conveyed the idea that the school 
supported OirisrJanity.something thai 
The separation of church and slate 
doctrine, as I understand it, was 
adopted by this nation in its infancy to 
prevent die rise oi a tyrannical suite 
religion, which everyone would be 
required to profess.    I support that 
policy; most everyone does.   In the 
past decade or so, however, the liberal 
left has used this policy to clean all 
property of anything associated with 
this country's "poisonous" Judao- 
Christian heritage.   Let me remind 
these enlightened individuals that our 
legislators, then and now, open every 
session with prayer, although I'm sure 
the ACLU is trying to ha\ e this found 
unconstitutional. 
As an agnostic, I have no real per- 
sonal convictions as to Jesus or any 
other deity. However, I am disturbed 
when people use the Constitution to 
corrupt the values that the very same 
Constitution was designed to protect; 
all in the name of civil liberty. It is 
pure lolly for a group of people, who 
have no real answers lor society's 
woes. 10 remove one of the moral 
resins that hold's their society together 
[ory Rakes 
staff and students thatinfour weeks 
produced two benefit concerts foi 
the Music Department li proved 
to me that once again llus campus 
is made up of hard working [xroplc 
that are genuine in then el Ions to 
help students 
Of the many examples ol how 
hard people worked to put this 
concert on, I will tell you ol one 
particular example. 
Beginning on Wednesday. Feb- 
ruary, 3, William Lynn worked 
forty hours straight with only a 
short one hour rest. That one hour 
ol rest was around four in the morn- 
ing in Lancer Hall using the con- 
struction stage as a bed and a 
speaker cover for a pillow. 
The entire effort from the start 
was done to benefit students, in 
particular, students that perform in 
the Music Department ensembles. 
The efforts of many will result in 
helping to develop more off cam 
pus performances 
There are too many people to 
thank in one letter by name, but I 
will mention I few, namely Lou 
Markwith, Franklin Grant, Will 
iam Lynn, Joan Mason, Tal Yeatts, 
the Physical Plain cievv, the set up 
and strike crews made upol 1 ong 
wood Students, and id COUESe, ROY 
(lark. 
I also want to thank the Students 
that cooperated in moving then 
I ,ns to make ample parking avail 
able for the Concert patrons 
Please realize that this was nec- 
essary and that by doing so you 
were contributing to the success ol 
the concens, which in essence rc 
suited in helping your fellow stu 
dents 
I hope all who attended en 
joyed the talents ol Ml Clark and 
appreciated the hard work il look 
to develop such anevenl in BUI h I 
short amount of lime. 
Dr. Don Iron 
Chair, Music Department 
this high-minded society simply can- 
not tolerate. Alter all. any man who 
pica, tied Civility, kindness, humility, 
and frugality is certainly 100 subver- 
sive I or our impressionable youth. So, 
the student retained a lawyer from the 
American Civil Liberties Union, that 
great guardian of American freedom, 
and 11led a lawsuit. The judge in the 
Appreciation extented to concert volunteers 
F.ditor, Rotunda: 
On behalf of the Longwood stu- people that made the Roy Clark 
dents that participate in the college benefit concerts a reality, 
music ensembles and as Chair ol I was overwhelmed with the 
die Music Department, I want to amount ol energy and effort put 
extend appreciation to all ol the forth by administration, faculty, 
Due to the large volume of letters, not all 
those received were printed in this issue of 
the Rotunda. Those not printed in this issue 
wil be printed in next week's Rotunda. Let- 
ters were printed in the order in which they 
were received. 
Sponsored by the 
Student Union Campus Calendar 
Thursday 
February 11 
Friday 
February 12 
Saturday 
February 13 
Sunday 
February 14 
BOOK DISCUSSION: 
Waiting to Exhale, Ipm, 
Amelia Room 
Dinner Theatre: 
Neptune      Incident", 
7:30pm, Blackwell 
Wrestling:    7:30pm vs 
Washington    &     I 
Lancer Hall 
LP Movie:    "Cutting 
Edge,"   9pm, Common 
wealth Ballroom 
Concert: by Gregg Smith 
Singers.  8pm, Wygal 
Dance:  10pm, Common- 
wealth Ballroom 
Women's   Basketball:    Valentine's Day 
Queens, 3pm, Lancer 1 lall 
Concert: The World 
semble., 1:30pm, Lancer 
Dance Studio 
GIVE 
ANOTHER CHANCE. 
GIVE BLOOD. 
American R»d CDMUI 
B! 
Monday 
February 15  
Lecture:   "Let Diversity 
Work for You", by Df 
fames C ross, r'pm, VA 
Room 
I P  Movie:     "< Utting 
9pm( ( ommon 
wealth Ballroom 
Tuesday 
February 16 
Information on events should 
be submitted to the Rotunda 
Box290l bythc 1 hursduvprf 
ngtheuvyiovrk 
tpei 
Wednesday 
I cbruary 17 
Student   Government 
Association     ' I '   i: 
1pm Lankford 
Bud ingham Room 
( (  Workshop: |i 
Strategy, 4pm, 2iul Root 
South Ruffner 
Rotunda    Newspaper 
Meeting: v\ . on 
i omejoin us1 7 K)pm Ro 
tunii.it mm- ground floor 
Lent foi 
( offeehoust: From I 
pel to |azz, 8pm, Lancer 
The Rotunda February 10, 1W3 
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Lonawood equals last season's victory total 
Lancers spear Bobcats 72-63 
Junior Charles (Soup) Brown had 
his best offensive showing in a month 
Monday night, leading the Longwood 
men's basketball team to a 72-63 vic- 
tory over West Virginia Wcslcyan in 
Lancer Hall. 
The win, LC's 10th in its last 12 
games, gives the Lancers a 14-8record 
and equals last season's victory total. 
The Lancers bounced back strong f mm 
a 90-80 loss at Wofford Saturday night 
which stopped a five-game win streak. 
Brown, Longwood's top scorer for 
(he season, had seen his average fall 
since he suffered an ankle injury back 
in January. Monday night, he hit 
seven of eight shots from the floor and 
scored 16pointi. His total could have 
been higher but he hit just two of 
seven free throws. 
Matt Walkins scored five points 
and Brown four as the Lancers used a 
15-2 first half surge to lake command 
of the game. Trailing 21-16 with 7:39 
leli until intermission, Longwood got 
several easy baskets after steals and 
went up 31-23 as Watkins canned a 3- 
pointer with 3:47 left in the half. West 
Virginia Wesleyan, which trailed 36- 
28 at the half, was unable to overtake 
Longwood the rest ol the way. 
"I thought we a had a lot belter 
effort than wc did at Wofford," said 
Lancer coach Ron Carr. "Wc played 
with emotion and intensity. It was a 
rough, physical game, and our effort 
came at the right time." 
Bryan Weaver recorded his third 
double in points and rebounds in the 
last four games. He totaled 13 points 
and 10 boards. Michael Druitt, 
Watkins and Adam Huffman scored 
eight points each, while Chuck 1 .aster 
and Benji Webb had nine each. Druitt 
added six rebounds and five assists 
while Huffman also had six caroms. 
Longwood shot an amazing 60.1 
percent from the floor (24-40), but 
made just 23-40 from the foul line 
(58.1 percent). 
"I think the reason we shot so well 
was that we created some easy shots 
with our defense." said Carr. "We did 
a good job ol forcing turnovers." 
For West Virginia Weslcsan, now 
7-13 for the season, sharpshooter 
Kenny Smith finished with 23 points. 
He banged in five of nine shots from 
3-point territory. 
With five games still to play, the 
Lancers have clinched their first win- 
ning season since the 1988-89 squad 
finished 20-7. Longwood will be on 
the road for four of those final five 
contests. The Lancers' last home tilt 
of the season will be Saturday, Feb. 20 
when Fcrrum visits for a 2:00 contest. 
Longwood won't play again this 
week until Saturday when the Lancers 
visit Queens in Charlotte, N.C. for a 
2:(X) contest. The Royals had won 11 
in a row heading into two games in 
Alaska last Friday and Saturday. 
Longwood handed Queens a stunning 
94-73 defeat Jan. 4 in Lancer Hall. 
Wofford Clips I.anrpr^on-fln 
In die Lancers 90-80 loss in 
Spartanburg, S.C. Saturday 
night, Longwood fell behind 35-28 at 
the half and trailed by as many as 16 
points in the second half. The 10-8 
Terriers shot 56.1 percent from the 
floor and got 30 points from junior 
Matt Allen. Coming into the contest, 
Allen was averaging 7.8 ppg.. Wofford 
is the only team to score more than 72 
points on the Lancers since Division I 
Marshall beat LC 101-86 back in De- 
cember. 
Lancer wrestlers claim four-individual titles 
Benji Webb 
Lancer coach Ron Carr was disap- 
pointed with his team's play on de- 
fense. The defeat ended a five-game 
Longwood win streak. 
Leading the way at Wofford was 
Weaver with 17 points and eight re- 
bounds. Weaver has been the Lancer 
scoring leader in seven of the last nine 
games. Other major contributors w ere 
Wcbb(12pts.,6rcb.),Lastcr(llpts., 
7 reb.) and Brown (11 pts., 6 rcb.). 
Druitt chipped in with seven points, 
five rebounds and five assists, and 
freshman DcVonnc Johnson hit three 
of five 3-point bombs for a new ca- 
reer-high of nine points. 
Longwood second in state meet 
While Nortolk State won the ii-jim    ri-iuon    fhunn >,.,«i ih„ n*. ,^,,^,1    nu   rv...., r- i.,-      .. ,,-   . _.._..._ .. f l learn
title at Sunday's Virginia College Di- 
vision Wrestling Championships, 
Longwood also fared well in the com- 
petition with four individual stale 
champions and a runner-up finish in 
ihc team standings. 
Norfolk Slate won wilh a loial of 
73.25 points, followed by Longwood 
with a total of 63 points, Newport 
News Apprentice wilh 54.75 points 
and Washington & Lee wilh 35 points, 
Longwood, which is 6-13 in dual 
meets this year, had four individual 
state champions, led by senior Brian 
Jones. Jones went 2-0 on his way to a 
winning the 150 pound weight class 
with a 7-2 decision in the finals. 
Also winning state titles for Long- 
wood were freshman Stuart Chung, 
who is ranked first in the southeast 
region. Chung won the 126 pound 
class with an 11-2 decision in his 
finals matchup. Bryan Hartley at 158 
also won his finals match with a 13-6 
decision over his opponent and Mark 
Helberg, who is also ranked first in the 
southeast region in the 177 pound 
class, won his weightclassby going 2- 
0 on the day with two pins, 
"It was a good tournament, and I 
am very pleased with the way wc 
wrestled today," commented coach 
Steve Nelson. "Wcentercdeighl wres- 
tlers in the tournament, and all eight 
placed. We gave them a run for their 
money, but wc came up just short 
against a very talented Norfolk State 
team." 
Also wrestling for Longwood. and 
all placing third were Joey Hcarl at 
118, Dave Franklin at 167, James 
Mauldin at 190 and Brent Newell at 
heavy weight. 
In action from Friday night. Long- 
wood hosted the NCAA Division II's 
number six team in the University of 
I'lttshurgh-Johnstown. The experi- 
ence of the Mountain Cats show ed up 
with a 51 -0 decision over Longwood. 
The Mountain Cats brought four wres- 
tlers ranked in the Division II's lop 
ten, along with three other wresileis 
that have qualified for nationals in the 
past. 
Current records for the Lancers 
arc; Helberg at 20-9, Chung 18-11, 
sophomore Joe Silvus(Mathews-v*ho 
is injured and missed this weekend's 
action), 17-10 at 142, Jones 11-9, 
Hartley 11-12, Newell 11-13, junior 
Keith Goff, 10-10 at 142/150, Hearl 
7-11, Franklin 7-12, and Mauldin 5- 
10. 
Longwood will host Washington 
& Lee University Thursday night at 
7:30 in Lancet Hall before travelling 
to Pembroke State (N.C.) Universit) 
on Feb. 21 for the NCAA Division II 
Southeast Regional Tournament. 
Webb jewel of the future 
By Brendan McEvoy 
Sports Editor 
I le stands at 6 feet 6 inches tall and weighs in at a slim 205 pounds. Rather 
intimidating for a basketball player. Yet his Magic Johnson-like smile and 
charming personality will help you remember that Benji Webb is just one of 
the guys. 
As a young boy, he lived in England where he played soccer. When he 
moved to the United States, his father forced him to play basketball. Eventu- 
ally, he picked up the game and found that he could be one of the best. 
Webb played basketball at Tabb High School in Yorktown, Virginia. He 
«as a lour year high school varsity Icttcrman. He also played in the state 
tournament his freshman year with another Tabb High School great, Terry 
Kirby (University of Virginia football player). 
Webb's most memorable high school basketball experience was during his 
senior year when he scored his 1,000th point. They stopped the game to give 
him the ball, and he threw it to his father who was sitting in the stands. 
Besides Longwood, Webb was recruited during his senior year by the 
University ol Virginia and Wake Forest University as well. Asa high school 
center, Webb has had to adjust to being a small forward and a shooting guard. 
He said, " ..die players arc much bigger and I get shoved around a lot." 
Since he's been here at Longwood, the coaches have had a big influence on 
him. Webb says that the coaches want you to work hard no matter who you 
are. Webb points out that junior Charles Brown has also been a key influence 
on him. "He's got a lot of talent," said Brown, "and all I've tried to do is give 
him confidence. He puts the ball on the floor really well for a man his size, and 
no one hits the offensive boards like him." 
When Longwood defeated Pfciffcr College (72-68), who at that time was 
ranked 3rd in NAIA Top 20, they not only beat a nationally ranked team, they 
ended Pfciffcr's home game winning streak. Webb's 10 points and 9 rebounds 
were key ingredients to Longwood's upset victory. Webb said, "That feeling 
|ol beating Pfciffer) wasoncof the best feelings in my life. It was right up there 
with playing in the state tournament my freshman year [in high school]." 
Webb is currently averaging 7.2 points per game and has the team's best 
field goal percentage hitting 53.7% peaent of his shots. As a starter, he's 
averaging 11.7 points per game and 6.1 rebounds per game. He's the team's 
third leading rebounder and has been the leading scorer in four games this 
season. Webb has'started in six games and played in all twenty-two. 
More importantly, Webb is a smrjejii-athlete. Last semester he had one of 
the highest grade point averages on the team with a 3.2. Webb is an art major, 
and he said if a professional basketball career isn't possible, he'd like to live 
in a big city working in commercial art, 
Benji Webb is a very poised individual both on and off the court. He 
displays grace under pressure and his intimidating presence is felt the second 
he steps on the lloor. Off the floor his charming presence is felt the second he 
steps on the lloor. Off the floor his charming presence is felt when he steps in 
the room   He's truly a unique individual. 
Lady Lancers split pair of games: Now 6-14 
Longwood's women's basketball 
team split two games last week, first 
snapping a seven-game losing skid 
with a 79-74 win at Columbia Union 
Wednesday before dropping a 97-61 
decision to nationally-ranked Pitts- 
burgh-Johnstown on Saturday in 
Lancer Hall. The Lady Lancers will 
take a record of 6-14 into Thursday's 
contest wilh intraslatc rival Virginia 
State in Petersburg beginning ai 5:30. 
In Takoma Park, Md., Longwood 
overcame adverse playing conditions 
to defcal Columbia Union College 
Sparked by junior Ana Litton and 
sophomore Kirsten Hillgaard, who 
combined for 55 points and 24 re- 
bounds, the Lady Lancers put a hall to 
their seven-game losing streak while- 
dropping CUC lo 15-8 
"It was an outstanding team ef- 
fort," commented Coach Duncan. 
"Our team defense was very gixxl and 
wc did a great job of rebounding. 
Against the University of Pius- 
burgh -Joh nstown on Saturday, Long- 
wood played the NCAA Division II 
lOih-ranked Lady Mountain Cats 
tough early before being blitzed by 
the visitors' tenacious defense and 
fundamentally sound brand of basket- 
ball. UPJ forced 27 turnovers (19 in 
ihclirsthalf),outrcboundcdLC50-38 
and shot 52 percent (44-84) from the 
field to LC's 37 percent (25-68). 
following Thursday's game with 
Virginia Slate, Longwood returns to 
Lancer Hall for a 3:00 contest wilh 
Queens (N.C.) College on Saturday 
afternoon. 
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ULTIMATE 
FITNESS 
Facilities Include: 
•Cardiovascular Equipment 
•Nutritional Analysis 
•Stationary Machines 
•Pro Shop 
•Wolff System Tanning Beds 
•Free Weights 
•Aerobics Classes 
•Personal Training 
•Seminars - Monthly 
$99 per semester 
No Initiation Fee! 
•Aerobics step classes 
$70 per semester 
•LC students come in for a 
FREE workout with this ad. 
Now is the Perfect Time to Plan Your 
ULTIMATE FITNESS PROGRAM! 
Hours 
Mon-Fri    6:00AM - 9:00PM 
Sat 9:00AM-6:00PM 
Sun 1:00PM-6:00PM 
102 South Main Street   392-PUMP 
